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Preface

The PREC Summer Internship began in 2010 as a tool to provide a research            

experience to college students, as part of the efforts of the US DoE Massie Chair of 

Excellence grant (DE-NA0000672) and Universidad del Turabo Puerto Rico Energy 

Center. This experience included working on a research project, writing a scientific   

paper and preparing and providing a technical presentation to their peers and receiving 

technical workshops that have range from literature review techniques all the way to 

table etiquette. For most of the participating students this was their first experience   

doing research and has served them to pursue careers in research in the academia, 

private sector and government. Their scientific work has allowed our students to further 

work on it and publish in peer reviews journals and proceedings.  Around 40 mentors 

and 120 students have benefited from the program, and thru the years the quality and 

diversification of the participating projects have been remarkable. It is our goal to     

continue providing successful research experience to undergrad and graduate students 

as well as improve the research capabilities and research products of the Universidad 

del Turabo and Puerto Rico  

 

Roberto Lorán, PhD                                                                   Amaury Malavé, PhD                                    
Principal Investigator                                                                  Executive Director                                         
Samuel P. Massie Chair                                                             Puerto Rico Energy  
Program of Excellence-DoE                                                       Center (PREC)                                             
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Biosensing System for Cancer Detection 
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Abstract – Cancer is a life treating disease that, depending on 

the time of diagnosis, can change the prognosis of the patients. For 

this reason, accurate and fast diagnostic tools are required to be 

developed. Biosensors are devices that recognize a biological 

component and transduces their detection into readable outputs for 

electronic systems to understand and process. However, Biosensing 

Systems are expensive and require experts to operate, which are not 

available in many parts of the world such as Puerto Rico. In this 

project, we are developing a biosensor that will use the fluorescence 

of carbon-based nanoparticles as indication of the presence of 

cancer cells. Our goal is to measure the change in wavelength of the 

fluorescence using a Raspberry Pi V3 with an 8MP digital camera 

that uses a Bayer filter for color identification. Due to the importance 

to measure the real wavelength emitted by the nanoparticles, we 

focused on accessing the Bayer data directly from the image sensor 

array. Moreover, the fluorescence process requires a very low 

background light in order to be measured due to the low efficiency 

of this physical phenomenon; therefore, a 3D printed case was 

designed to comply with these requirements. Fast prototyping was 

allowed by the use of a CNC machine and FormLabs 1+ 3D printer. 

Future work will be focused on the use of the Bayer data as an array 

of multiple red, green, and blue sensors to identify the change in 

color due to the presence of cancer. 
 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

The goal of this internship was to design and develop a 

simple prototype to be used in light color fluorescence by 

graphene oxide quantum dots when expose to specific 

wavelength. Control and process via Raspberry Pi and the 

Raspberry Pi Camera Board V2. Next, we will explain the steps 

done during this summer internship that include design and 

development of both the circuit and case. 

 

II. DESIGN AND DEVELOPING PROCESS  

 

A. Circuit Design and Developing Process 

1) Ref. [1] for the circuit design process we use the Eagle 

software to create the PCB circuit using commercial component 

sizes from the software library. This circuit was designed to be 

controlled from a Raspberry Pi 3, the General-purpose 

input/output (GPIO) pins. In this part, we worked on making 

two circuits:  

 

 a) RGB circuit  

This circuit is composed of a transistor to work as an on/off 

switch, a resistance to acquire the current needed and a led RGB 

bulb as shown in Fig. 1. 

 
Fig. 1 RGB circuit PCB layout 

 

 b) Ultra violet circuit 

This circuit is very similar to the RGB circuit in that it is 

composed of a transistor to work as an on/off switch, a 

resistance to obtain the current needed and a UV led bulb as 

shown in Fig. 2 

 
Fig. 2 UV circuit PCB layout 

 

2) For the circuit developing process, there were two 

methods used, a chemical and a mechanical process of applying 

the PCB pattern to a copper sheet. The objective of these 

procedures is to make divisions between the connections we 

want the current to pass through and the rest of the copper 

material. In both of these methods, we cut the copper sheets to 

a smaller size using a saw machine and the borders were 

grinded down using a grinding machine. 
 

 a) Ferric chloride process 

In this process, the FeCl3 in its solid powder state was mix with 

H2O to obtain a 40% concentration, Ref. [2]. Then, the solution 

is applied to the exposed copper sheet. The copper that is not 

cover with paint due to the laser etching in the desire PCB 

pattern will be dissolved leaving only the painted pattern. After 

the PCB was left for half an hour in the ferric chloride solution, 

the copper sheet was removed and washed with water removing 

the excess solution from the sheet. Finally, the paint was 

removed with a fine wet sand paper leaving in the copper 

pattern the final circuit as shown in Figure 3. 
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Fig. 3 Chemically etching circuit 

 

  b) Mechanical Process 

In the mechanical process we used a Computer Numeric 

Control machine also known as CNC. This machine works 

by controlling 4 stepper motors, three of them for vector 

movement (X, Y, Z) and one for a drill. By using a drill, it 

removes the layer of copper from a copper sheet in the form 

of the circuit PCB outline. The CNC process is shown in 

Figure 4.    

 

    
Fig. 4 CNC etching                        Fig. 5 CNC circuit 

 

 Using both methods we found that the CNC method 

was the preferred choice because it produces less waste 

compared to ferric chloride, and it is faster for prototyping, 

achieving the same results as shown in Figure 5. After all 

the components where solder in the copper etch circuit as 

seen in Figure 6 ends the circuit processing. 
 

 

 
Fig. 6 Final assemble Circuit 

 

B. Case Design and Process 

 1) In the case design, we used the DesignSpark Mechanical 

2.0 software for 3D modeling shown in Figure 7(a), Ref. [3]. 

Using the measurement data given by the raspberry pi camera 

datasheet, we designed two cases to hold the camera. The first 

one was a small sized case while the second one was an 

upgraded version of the previous case design. A Form Labs 1+ 

resin-based 3D printer was used to obtain better resolution and 

higher structural strength. The end result is seen in Figure 7(b).  
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 Case 1.0 

(a)                                      (b)                  

  
Fig. 7 Case 1.0 (a) from the 3D rendering to (b) the final printed form. 

   

 
Fig. 8 Fully assemble prototype from case 1.0 

 

 The first case has three parts: a base, center and a 

cover. In the base, it holds the camera and a circuit board 

as shown in figure 8. However, after testing there was no 

need for the board holding area because the space used was 

better used as a bigger sample holding area. In the center 

part, there was an area to put a glass to hold the sample 

material. Also, this part had an groove to put color filters. 

The cover was a simple square shaped lid that had four 

guiding holes to connect to the center part. The cover 

worked as intended, however, the guiding pins and holes 

were not structurally stable. Therefore, a guiding groove 

was used in the upgraded version. Moreover, the upgraded 

version required an optimization in the distance between 

the camera and sample to have a better focus. 
 

 Case 2.0 

(a)                                      (b) 

   
Fig. 9 Case 2.0 (a) from the 3D rendering to (b) the final printed form. 

 

 
Fig. 10 Fully assemble prototype from case 2.0 

 

 In the second case designed, we improved upon the first 

version. We made the case bigger and also added L shape 

columns and grooves to connect all the parts in place to make 
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the case more stable, while Figure 9(a) shows the design Figure 

9(b) shows the printed result. The same 3D printer as before 

also produced this new case designed. The final pieces can be 

seen in Figure 10. 
  

III. SYSTEM TESTING AND CONTROLS  

A. System Testing and Controls 

For the system test, we used the circuit to illuminate 

polystyrene foam, and observe the details in the material, as 

seen in Figure 11. The focus of the camera was adjusted by 

rotating the camera lens. A effect we saw by adding a light color 

filter reduce the intensity from the source light color making the 

process of seeing different coloring easier as shown in Figure 

12. 
 

       
Fig. 11 UV photo no filter            Fig. 12 UV photo filter 

 

The camera used to take these pictures works by using a 

Color filter array (CFA) known as a Bayer filter, which is a 

matrix system known as pixels, Ref. [4]. The CFA works by 

allowing only light from a specific wavelength to pass through 

and measure each individual intensity. In the Bayer filter, each 

pixel has either a red, green or a blue color filter allowing that 

specific wavelength to pass through, as shown in Figure 13. The 

red, blue and green colors are the ones used because it simulates 

the human eye in how it detects colors. After that, the matrix 

values passes to a processing program that groups the pixels in 

areas and uses other mathematical functions to compensate and 

compress the matrix to a photo mostly JPEG or PNG format. 

Thanks to the different tests done, we found that the best way 

to analyze the different colors was to acquire the photo directly 

from the sensor data after the Bayer filter but before any 

processing, was done to the matrix data.  

 

        
Fig. 13 Bayer Filter and matrix from http://www.astro-

imaging.com/Tutorial/Narrowband_I.html  

B. For the system controls we used the Raspberry Pi  

 GPIO to give power to the circuit but also control the on 

and off via transistor base current giving it a high (3.3v) or low 

(0) inputs. The camera we used to acquire photos was the 

Raspberry Pi Camera Board V2. By using this camera, we had 

access to the different integrated functions of the camera 

included in the device. We programed a Python based software 

to control the circuit and take the pictures with the desire 

parameters. In order to acquire the matrix RGB data directly 

from the camera sensor array, we used a Raw Bayer data 

captures program found in the camera documents, Ref. [5]. We 

were able to acquire the desire data and, by using the GIMP 

software, the photo was displayed without any modifications as 

shown in Figure 14 (a) with a close up in Figure 14(b). The next 

step is to start testing with Fluorescent Graphene Oxide 

Quantum Dots to upgrade the circuit, case and image 

processing. 

(a) (b) 

       
Fig. 14 Data acquired by the image sensor array shown as (a) full picture 

and (b) close-up to show each of the red, green, and blue sensors. 
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Abstract - Energy production monitoring programs are very 

important component in renewable energy systems.  The investigation 

is about developing an “in house” energy monitoring system by 

understanding the current system and improving it. The monitoring 

system consists of many components including hardware and 

software. System operation at different weather conditions was 

analyzed and a new system was developed to retrieve the information 

directly from the meters and used in the display interface. 
 

 Keywords – energy, monitoring system 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Energy monitoring systems are a very popular tool in 

renewable energy systems. These systems monitor energy 

generation and consumption, and are used as historical data 

source and as a diagnostic tool for maintenance and 

improvement operations. The system consists of several 

components such as meters, inverters and others. There are two 

systems for energy generation: “Grid-Tie” system and a full 

generation energy system. In a grid tie system, energy is used 

from both in site generation and the power utility whereas in full 

generation all the electricity needs are full field by onsite 

generation systems.  Depending on your setup you can have 

different programs for monitoring. Monitoring systems transmit 

data via internet to mobile devices and computers providing live 

data to users [1][2][3]. The particular system analysed and 

developed is for the Puerto Rico Energy Center (PREC) solar 

array system. The monitoring system consists of the renewable 

energy generation system, power meters, transmission 

equipment and display software. Electricity is generated at the 

array and is transmitted to the facility by a grid tie array and its 

characteristics (voltage, current and power) are measured at the 

power meter. This information is transmitted to a computer 

where a program reads the information and displays it in a 

Graphical User Interface (GUI). The current system of 

monitoring energy has some problems such as: delay in the 

readings, wrong readings, no control over the program and 

others. The program that is being develop will address all these 

problems.  

 

A. Energy Monitoring Systems 

Energy monitoring systems are systems that will show you 

information of energy generation and use in a facility such as a 

building or a house.  

They are composed of three different parts: energy 

generator, the metering system and the user interface. The 

generator can be a combustion engine, solar panels, wind 

turbines, water turbines among others. A key component in any 

generation system is to measure how much energy is produced 

by the system as related to the energy being consumed. The 

energy produced which is typically electricity, is characterized 

by its voltage, current, frequency and phase angle.  These 

measurements are done at the connecting point between the 

generation system and the facility using a power meter. The 

measurements  are saved in a computer, where the information 

is displayed in a graphical user interface so that the user can see 

energy system performance [1][2][3]. This system is used for 

monitoring how much energy is being used from the generator, 

how much energy is being used from utility company and a 

combination of both. There are many systems that can be 

applied and they are called a Grid-Tied system or an Off-Grid 

System. The Grid-tied system is a combination of using 

electricity from electrical utility company and your own 

generator. The Off-Grid system is when facility has its own 

generating system without a connection to the utility company 

grid. The PREC at Universidad del Turabo (UT) is using a grid-

tied system with solar panels and a wind turbine. They also have 

an ecological house that has its individual solar panel array. 

Figure 1 shows a basic energy monitoring system for a grid-tie 

system. 

 

Fig. 3 Basic Grid-tie system [ 5 ] 

 

 

 

 

mailto:pr13p@live.com
mailto:wpabon@suagm.edu
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II. PROBLEMS WITH THE CURRENT SYSTEM 

The energy monitoring system that used by PREC at UT 

can be improved in several ways. The first improvement will be 

to reduce the delay in the data display. The delay is due because 

the data that is received from the meter [4] shown in figure 2 is 

not sent directly to the display program, instead the data goes to 

a Wi-Fi router and then goes a private server and then is received 

on an HTML web page where it is displayed. Figure 3 shows 

the HTML current system. Another area of improvement is that 

some of the readings that the energy monitoring system is 

receiving are incorrect. The monitoring system displays that the 

solar panels are producing a small amount of energy at night 

when it should not be receiving electricity. The third possible 

improvement is the limitation to edit or fix anything with the 

current program, readings or system since the software or 

interface cannot be modified. 

 

 

 
Fig. 4 Shark 100 Energy Meter 

 

 
Fig. 5 Current HTML energy monitoring system used at PREC 

 

 

 

III. OUR ENERGY MONITORING SYSTEM 

 The new system uses an “in house” developed user 

interface made with the programming language (PL) known as 

Visual Basic (VB). The reason for using VB is simplicity and 

familiarity of the team with the VB programming language [6]. 

The algorithm developed is easy to program and maintain. As a 

proof of concept, the team achieved to connect to the power 

meters and the program can reads measurements of one meter 

in real time successfully.  The program reads any measurement 

from a meter, it can display the real measurements and it can be 

change if any error occurs. 

 An initial propose for an in-house program was developed 

and it features a Graphical User Interface (GUI) that displays 

how much energy the facility is receiving from the solar panel 

array and from the energy supplier; also, it displays how much 

of the energy is being consumed as shown in the figure 4 for 

PREC.  

 The program has a second window where it displays the 

same measurements parameters for the ecological house as 

shown in figure 5. The third window displays how much energy 

is being generated from the wind turbine as shown on figure 7. 

This window is not functional yet because there are some 

physical components that are not in the current system to 

measure that energy. The fourth window shown in figure 6 is a 

summary of all the other windows and readings. It will show the 

energy measurements from the solar panels, the energy provider 

on the PREC and the ecological house. In addition, there will be 

a bar plot showing the energy consumption and generation from 

the PREC and ecological house. 

A. Internship Experience 

We had some difficulties on the communication with the 

power meters at the beginning of the summer internship. The 

communication problem held us back for a good few weeks. The 

new problem emerged quickly after achieving communication 

[7]; the problem was that the power meters use a protocol called 

Modbus [8].  This protocol uses programming to access some 

pieces of information from a device, such as the name and such. 

We used a Modbus program simulator to conduct a proof of 

concept. As future work, we will integrate the protocol to our 

monitoring energy system program. 

 

IV. FUTURE WORK 

 As part of the PREC summer internship, we accomplished 

to communicate with the power meters and start the 

development of the in-house monitoring energy system for 

PREC at UT. As future work, the program will read data from 

the four power meters at PREC and ecological house and display 

its measurements in the user interface. Another improvement 

will be to have the energy generated by the wind turbine 

monitored as part of the energy system developed. In addition, 

the program will be available via the Internet and not just on a 

Local Area Network (LAN). Another goal is to have the display 
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as aesthetically as the software being used. The final future goal 

is the development of an IOS and Android mobile application 

for the new proposed monitoring energy system, this will 

include programming it in other languages such as but not 

limited to: Java and C#. 

Fig. 6 Form 1 (PREC readings) 

Fig. 7 Form 2 (Readings from ecological house at PREC) 

  
Fig. 8 Form 3 (Summary readings) 

Fig. 9 Form 4 (Wind turbine readings – future work) 
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Abstract- Naturopathic Medicine (NM) is a complementary form 

of health care, focusing on the prevention, treatment and 

encouragement of inheriting self-responsibility towards a patient’s 

health. Some cardiovascular diseases can be prevented and even 

stopped with modifications in physical exercise and nutrition. NM is a 

source of clean technologies for our environment (nature). This 

complementary medicine brings different ways to treat diseases. This 

research focuses on the use of naturopathic modalities that serve as 

clean technologies (cleaner therapeutic interventions with less side 

effect or impurities) for treatment for cardiovascular diseases such as 

high blood pressure (hypertension) in Puerto Rico. For this study, we 

did a new retrospective investigation of three hundred forty-five patients 

(345) out of 733 in the Naturopathic Medicine Clinic of University of 

Turabo in its new facilities in Navarro to document demographic patient 

data and naturopathic approaches to cardiovascular diseases.  

 

Keywords—Crataegus oxyacantha, Cardiovascular disease, 

Naturopathic Medicine, Hawthorn, Hypertension 

 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Cardiovascular Diseases (CVD) include numerous heart and 

vascular diseases, which ultimately relate to atherosclerosis as a 

pathologic mechanism of action. This condition develops when 

plaque builds up in the walls of our arteries. In return, it 

complicates blood flow which leads to blood clot. [1] Disturbance 

in the redox states of cells can have a toxic effect through the 

production of peroxides and free radicals. These form due to 

normal bodily processes and environmental contamination.  These 

cause oxidative stress, which tends to build base damage, as well 

as DNA strain breaks. To be able to counter this, your body must 

produce enough anti-oxidants to neutralize the free radicals. [1] 

 

A. Naturopathic Medicine 

 Naturopathic medicine is a distinct system of health care and 

practice of preventing, diagnosing and treating conditions of the 

human mind and body. [2] These consist in natural herb products 

unlike pharmaceuticals products and with less secondary effects. 

We present the principles of naturopathic medicine, in the 

following Table 1. But how does the treatment of a patient relate 

to clean technologies and the environment?  NM promotes the 

healing power of nature, in other terms; it promotes the 

environment around the patient to contribute significantly to the 

healing process of diseases both physically and mentally. 

Cardiovascular diseases have a proven record to correlate with 

nutritional deficiencies. [3] Patients, which suffer from 

cardiovascular diseases, have many times problems with diet and 

exercise. Eating the right foods sometimes is not enough to 

promote a healthy cardiac metabolism.  

Many times with need to boost our cardiovascular system 

with exercise and supplements, that promotes the anti-oxidation 

process.   

 
TABLE 1. Principles of Naturopathic Treatment 

Principles of a Naturopathic Treatment 

1. The healing power of nature 

2. Identity and causes 

3. Do no harm 

4. Doctor as a teacher 

5. Treat the whole person 

6. Prevention 

7. Wellness 

*American Association of Naturopathic Physician (AANP) [10] 

II. RESULTS 

The Institution Review Board of the SUAGM (Sistema 

Universitario Ana G. Méndez) evaluated this study and its IRB 

number is 03-646-15, Undergraduate students and mentor certified 

in IRB, RCR, HIPSS among others to conduct this study in 

protection of human rights.  A case-by-case clinical review was 

made in accordance to IRB guidance and information 

dissemination is in compliance with the Good Clinical Practice 

Guidelines (GCP). 

The Naturopathic Medicine Doctoral Program Clinic (NMDP 

Clinic; NMC: Naturopathic Medicine Clinic) has received 733 

patients since day 1 in May 2012, out of which we needed to 

evaluate 252 to have an acceptable rate of 5% of error and a 95% 

of confidence interval, with an estimated percentage level of 46% 

for patients with cardiovascular diseases. Inclusion criteria were 

broad: Mainly any patient with two blood pressure readings above 

120/80 in two offices separate office visits and/or a forma 

diagnosis of cardiovascular disease or metabolic disease such as, 

but not limited to hyperlipidemia, hypercholesterolemia, diabetes 

mellitus, and obesity. In relation to age range, the initial cutoff was 

10 y/o to 100 y/o. Therefore, the exclusion criteria were patients 

that did not have a formal cardiovascular disease diagnosis and 

had only one BP measurement above 120/80. [4] Patients personal 

contact information was blind using random codes, but 

individualized. All patients had a traditional primary care 
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physician at their care, which had contact with the naturopathic 

medicine doctor to coordinate care.  

 

A. Age and Gender 

Male and female patients of the NMDP Clinic who had 

cardiovascular diseases were 59 females and 57 males for a total 

of 116 who had a type of cardiovascular diseases (hypertension) 

as shown on Table 2. Age range was from 11 to 81 years following 

inclusion and exclusion criteria. Stratification was as follows: 0-

24, 25-49, 50-74 and 75-100 years old.  

Fig. 1 Comparison by age of the patients in PNMC 

B. General Common Complaint and NM Treatments in Patients 

When looking at the chief complaints, we can see that 26 patients 

came in due to cardiovascular signs and symptoms, 19 diabetics 

being the second leading, and 15 patients with obesity seen in 

Table 3. When we look at combined complications such as 

diabetes with hypertension, diabetes with obesity or obesity with 

hypertension, we can see how it decreases with the latter being 

only of one patient.  

 They were almost the same amount of patients that came in 

with hypercholesterolemia and hyperlipidemia (5:4); in addition, 

there was the same amount of patients with hyperlipidemia & 

diabetes than patients with hypercholesterolemia, hypertension & 

obesity and hypercholesterolemia & hyperglycemia combined, but 

all were different patients and no repetition of patients were made 

due to blindness of study. Finally, there were two patients that 

came in with intermittent claudication with varicose veins and 

only one with circulatory problems. 

 The most common treatment for cardiovascular diseases at 

NMC at Universidad del Turabo, P.R.  are listed below: 

 As a result, the most selected treatment modalities were: 

Acupuncture (was the most prescribed for patients) following, 

diet, vitamin D, fish oil, omega 3 are the second highest. The 

lowest were Melatonin, Glutamine, Milk Thistle, Tui Na Massage, 

Calcium, Mg, B12, Chromium piconilate and Bromelain as shown 

on Fig 2. All these helped to have a better cardiovascular system.  

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2 Most Common Chief Complaints Related to Cardiovascular Diseases at 

Naturopathic Clinic of UT (Gurabo) 

Fig 3 Most Common Treatment Modalities for Cardio Vascular Disease at 

Naturopathic Medicine at Navarro, PR 

 

III. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

 This research is an epidemiological descriptive semi-

quantitative protocol; in which we describe the population 

demographic at the NMDP Clinic at the new facilities in the 

School of Health Sciences.  This step is the foundational step in 

order to study the natural tendencies of the cardiovascular disease 

population.  

 We conducted 345 clinical case reviews and stratified them 

by gender and age out of a population of 733 patients in total since 

the clinic formally began operation in 2008, for of 5% of error and 

a 95% of confidence interval, in this stratification only.  

 From those 345 clinical cases, only 116 patients were 

diagnosed with cardiovascular disease.  These were stratified in 

the following numbers: 26 were diagnosed with Hypertension, 19 

with Diabetes only,  8 with dual diagnosis such as Hypertension 

and Diabetes, 15 with Obesity,  2 with Hypertension and Obesity, 

3 with Hypertension and Obesity,  5 with Hypercholesterolemia, 

Hypertension  and Obesity,  1 with Hypercholesterolemia, 

Hypertension and Obesity. Also   1 with Hypercholesterolemia 

and Hyperglycemia,  4 with hyperlipidemia and hypertension,  2 
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with hyperlipidemia and diabetes,  1 with hyperlipidemia and 

diabetes and hypertension,  2 with intermittent claudication and 

varicose veins and 1 other with circulatory problems.  

 From the 116 cases more females than males are afflicted with 

cardiovascular disease 59 (F) to 57 (M) for 116 patients, which 

responds to the overall tendency that more females than males are 

afflicted by cardiovascular diseases. The reasons for this change 

are still under current investigation.  

 In this retrospective study the most common naturopathic 

modalities were also studied, from the results: Acupuncture (was 

the most prescribed for patients) following, Diet, Vitamin D, Fish 

Oil, Omega 3 are the second highest. The lowest were Melatonin, 

Glutamine, Milk Thistle, TuiNa massage, Calcium, Mg, B12, 

Chromium piconilate and Bromelain. All these helped to have a 

better cardiovascular system as documented in patient notes in the 

clinical files.  

 The human body is a full environment of chemical and 

physical reactions that work in harmony in order to maintain 

homeostasis. The immediate surrounding environment directly 

affects it, we apply external forces through traditional 

pharmacology to enhance and help the physiological system to 

obtain balance. Therefore, an adequate homeostasis will ensure an 

adequate use of energy.  

 Energy in this environment is quantified in a multiplicity of 

indicators such as diet (caloric intake and outtake), exercise and 

health. Although we take general indicators to indicate a normal 

health state such as mood or physiological states such as fever 

(infectious cases). We can agree that energy states in health are 

used more efficiently.  

 Disease therefore cause imbalance in energy states, which are 

detrimental to health, which therefore causes signs and symptoms 

of illness.  

 Naturopathic Medicine has a unique focus in which is 

contributes to treat the identified cause of the disease and improve 

the overall health of the patient. Therefore, in cardiovascular 

diseases the treatment modalities used such as acupuncture, 

supplement therapy, improve the energy balance of the patient. A 

well balanced diet will always give the adequate support of 

nutrients and therefore anti-oxidants, which are fundamental for 

the treatment of cardiovascular diseases. Supplementation 

improved the abundance of anti-oxidants in order to absorbed free 

radicals, which cause damage to cells, and cell membranes in 

cardiac tissues. 

 In the repertoire of supplements is Crataegus Oxyacantha 

(CO) which has a high concentration of flavonoids which are 

considered primarily antioxidants, for the treatment of 

cardiovascular diseases. [5] Although we only have one full 

documented patient in which CO was used, it was under specific 

medical conditions, in which the correct dose and the certainty of 

herbal drug interactions that this patient benefited from this 

treatment. Therefore, more investigation is needed to quantify the 

specific measures in which CO can be used.   
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Abstract– This paper presents the thermal effects on a 

rechargeable Li-ion battery with a voltage of 3.7V versus two CR2 Li-

ion batteries models of 3V, exposed to different temperatures. 

Different situations were created in different environment to compare 

with the manufacturer's data. Result of this research gives a scientific 

evidence of thermal effect due to different temperatures that are 

present on cities and could affect the behavior of batteries typically 

used as power source in commercial products. 

Keywords—Li-ion Batteries, Temperature Effect, environment, 

Heat Stroke.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Since 1990 through 2015 had been registered 754 deaths by 

heat stroke in the United States. In 2015 were registered 25 of 

them and in this year until July, there have been 11. These deaths 

are the second highest number of children under 14 years after 

back over accidents where the amount is 1282 (see figure 1) [1].  

This information underestimates the magnitude of fatal 

accidents do not happen in a moving car. Temperatures in 

vehicles can rise to fatal levels between 7 to 10 minutes, 

although the outdoor temperature is at about 26.7 degrees 

Celsius [2]. Since 2012 the National Highway Traffic Safety 

Administration (NHTSA) produced a campaign to alert parents 

about the high temperatures and to avoid these tragic accidents, 

yet these happen.  

 
Fig. 10 Data of the Non- Traffic Child Fatalities [1] 

Recently due to the number of heat stroke death and the use 

of technology, it has begun work on a project to prevent these 

kind of tragedies. Momentum Creative Labs (MCL), Start-up 

company established in Puerto Rico, created Gardien Alert 

System for the main purpose of alerting parent when a child has 

been left in a car. Some of the advantages of this product is its 

minimal installation, small size and high reliability. The system 

consists of a sensor that is placed between the child and the car 

seat, which will send a wireless “Bluetooth” signal to three 

different modules: a keychain, a remote alarm and a 

smartphone, which will send an alarm when leaving the car and 

the baby seated in the car seat. The power source are batteries 

and the system could be exposes to different temperatures 

To measure Gardien’s battery performance, we perform an 

analysis of two kinds of lithium batteries: CR2 and 

rechargeable. To make a comparison of the battery reliability, 

we use two different brands: Duracell and T-energy, which are 

commonly use as power source in equipment such as 

photographic cameras, among others (see Figure 3). Two of the 

same model of rechargeable batteries were used to validate the 

result (see Figure 3). To describe the behavior at extreme 

temperatures and thermal shock, the measure of battery 

discharge according to temperature changes were perform by 

exposing the batteries to datasheet temperatures limits. 

This project will present the discharge ratio of two different 

types of batteries to some variants temperatures. The research 

focus is to demonstrate the service life and the voltage of the 

batteries by proving them at extreme and drastic changes in 

temperature. This paper presents the battery test results. 

 
 Fig. 11 CR2 Batteries         Fig. 12 Rechargeable 

Battery 

II. METHOD 

A. Methodology of the Experiment 

An experimental set-up for the verification of the effects of 

heating and cooling was implemented in various types of 

batteries. Three set of two rechargeable batteries of 3.7V and six 

set of two CR2 batteries models of 3V were put into a heating 

chamber and refrigerators. The heating chamber was 

implemented using a universal temperature controller 

(Programmable Digital Adjustor PID) F/C SSR Thermostat 

Temperature Controller Control Output, powered by 90-265V 

AC/DC, Consumption of 5VA and accuracy of 0.2%, as shown 

in Figure 4. The system have auto-tuning PID / Fuzzy PID 

Control, 7 Different Dual Output Combinations, Individually 

Programmable PID Control Parameters, apply with Step 

Control, Dual Display for Fahrenheit (F) and Celsius (C) 

(temperature controller TA6 SNR) [3].  
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Fig. 13 Ovens and PID system 

 PLA material was used to perform the boxes used during 

the experiments (see Figure 5). 

 
Fig. 14 Set of PLA Batteries Cases 

 PLA filament is a newer polymer used for 3D printing (see 

figure 6) [5]. It is more environmentally friendly, as it is often 

derived from corn, even though it biodegrades slowly and not 

very easily even with these drawbacks. PLA is favored in 

enclosed areas, such as your home, and around children or those 

with sensitive respiratory systems as the PLA Printing Filament 

generates less noxious fumes. 

 
Fig. 15 Afinia 3d Printer and set of tests cases 

B. Experimental Method 

In test 1, were used two rechargeable batteries of 3.7V on a 

board with a load resistance of 280Ω and two batteries CR2 of 

3V with a load resistance of 1kΩ. The battery was exposed at 

the upper level limit of 50ºC for a period of 96 hours in the oven 

(figure 4). Voltage was recorded after. 

 In test 2, were used two rechargeable batteries of 3.7V on 

a board with a load resistance of 280Ω and two batteries CR2 of 

3V with a load resistance of 1kΩ. The battery was exposed at 

the lower level limit of -20ºC for a period of 96 hours in a 

refrigerator and record the voltage after.  

In test 3, were used two rechargeable batteries of 3.7V on a 

board with a load resistance of 1kΩ and two batteries CR2 of 

3V with a load resistance 3.3kΩ. Temperature was varies 

slightly from ambient temperature to a lower temperature. The 

lower temperature should base of a specific region (room 

temperature of 25ºC). The system was set to a constant ambient 

temperature of around 35ºC.  Then, for a period of 4 hours a day, 

the battery was exposed to 40ºC inside the oven.  

In test 4, were used two rechargeable batteries of 3.7V on a 

board with a load resistance of 1kΩ and two batteries CR2 of 

3V with a load resistance of 3.3kΩ. Varies the temperature 

aggressively from ambient temperature to a lower temperature. 

The lower temperature varies from 25 to 0 Celsius degrees. 

Then, the sample move to a constant ambient temperature.  

Then, for a period of 4 hours the battery was exposed to 0 

degrees inside the fridge. 

 

C. Test Development 

 In order to compare the batteries’ behavior, different plots 

were created by measuring the battery voltage. The unit used in 

time was days and two values were taken (am and pm). Figure 

7 shows the comparison of behavior between CR2 Duracell and 

CR2 Tenergy after 96 hours of 50ºC limit temperature (test 1). 

Figure 8 shows the behavior of two rechargeable batteries at 

same environment. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 16 Test 1 CR2: Voltage vs Time (days) 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 17 Test 1 Rechargeable: Voltage vs Time (days) 
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Figure 9 and Figure 10 shows the batteries’ behavior at           

-20ºC for a period of 96 hours (5 days). Figure 9 shows the CR2 

batteries: Duracell and Tenergy, while Figure 10 the two 

rechargeable samples. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Fig. 18 Test 2 CR2 Voltage vs Time (days)  

 

Fig. 19 Tests 2 Rechargeable Voltage vs Time (days)  

Results of the battery discharge are presented in the next 

three figures but at different environment. Figure 11 and Figure 

12 shows the discharge at 30ºC for 4 hours by a period of 28 

days. Figure 11 presents the comparison of the CR2 batteries: 

Duracell and Tenergy. Duracell do not demonstrate any 

significant change while Tenergy shows a clear discharge after 

19 days. Figure 12 shows how the rechargeable batteries 

discharge through the 28 days starting at 4.11V and finishing at 

3.67V. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 20 Test 3 CR2 Voltage vs Time (days) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Fig. 21 Test 3 Rechargeable Voltage vs Time (days) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 22 Test 4 CR2 Voltage vs Time (days) 
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Figure 13 and Figure 14 shows the discharge at 0ºC for a 

period of 28 days (test 4). The discharge of the CR2 batteries is 

shows in Figure 13 where both had a common behavior. Figure 

14 shows the discharge of the rechargeable batteries (both 

batteries with same behavior at a constant voltage, after 3.8V 

through 3.7V). 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 23 Test 4 Rechargeable Voltage vs Time (days) 

III. RESULT 

Test 1 at high temperature of 50°C showed on batteries CR2 

different results. Duracell battery kept a constant voltage while 

the Tenergy battery had a voltage difference from its first day to 

the second. Besides was observed physically changes on 

Tenergy battery like mild acid spill and casing broke off. Even 

with these results, this test requires more time to see the 

behavior until the total discharge to bring both batteries to 

temperature limit as manufacturing datasheet specified. The two 

rechargeable batteries samples shows even gradual discharge 

but not final, varying with the chart reference [5]. 

 

 Test 2 at a temperature of -20°C, as in test 1, shows that 

CR2 Duracell battery is more durable in terms of voltage and 

there was no inconsistency in the data after the 96 hours. 

Tenergy CR2 battery had a voltage discharge the first day and 

the following days remained constant. Rechargeable batteries 

maintained their voltage below the test data 1 and a ratio equal 

discharge. 

Rechargeable Li-ion batteries were discharged faster at a 

lower temperature of around 0 ° C as seen in Figure 15. The 

behavior of the two rechargeable batteries in test 3 was as 

expected. Batteries began to discharge quickly and then 

constant, and at the end a prominent discharge. In CR2 batteries, 

Duracell battery remained a constant voltage while the Tenergy 

clearly discharge at half of the day trials. 

IV. FUTURE WORKS 

 Tests 1 and 2 could be repeated with longer periods to 

achieve a full discharge and see better their behavior. There will 

be a new test that counted with a motor vehicle where the two 

models of batteries (rechargeable and CR2) will be exposed to 

high temperatures, to analyze the discharge process in a new 

module of Gardien system. A simulation in COMSOL 

Multiphysics program would be helpful to verify the behavior 

of the discharge process. 
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            Fig. 24 Rechargeable Test 3 and Test 4 Comparison 
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Abstract– Lignin is a recalcitrant heteropolymer found in the 

cell wall of plants to confer structural strength and delay 

biodegradation. It is the most abundant constituent of plant debris 

and biomass with potential application a source for biofuel. Several 

fungal genera and few bacterial taxa are known to degrade lignin. 

Lignin partition can release highly energetic components embedded 

in the plant biomass not used as food source. Forage sorghum 

(Sorghum vulgare) is considered a potential energy crop due to its 

reduced lignin contents, grow under adverse conditions, and 

demands simple treatments. The main hypothesis is if mesophilic 

lignin-degrading bacteria can grow in variants of sorghum as the 

only carbon source, then lignin thermal treatments could be replaced. 

The specific aim for this project is to study the growth response of 

various lignin-degrading bacteria to various components of sorghum 

as sole carbon source. Lignin-degrading bacteria were isolated from 

soil at Universidad del Turabo, and water at the San Juan Bay 

Estuary system, both in Puerto Rico. Sorghum components (leaves 

and fresh stem) were added independently, as sole carbon source, 

to mineral base liquid and solid media. Growth was demonstrated 

qualitatively by colony biomass on solid media and quantitatively by 

optical density on liquid media. Twenty bacterial strains capable of 

lignin deconstruction were isolated. Partial sequencing of the 16S 

rRNA genes resulted in Lysinibacillus sp. and Acinetobacter sp. as 

closest homologous. Fresh inner stem sorghum resulted on more 

biomass than other substrates.  
 

Keywords—lignin, biodegradation, and sorghum. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Renewable energy sources consider the use of biomass for 

biofuel production. Despite using edible sources, plant biomass 

waste can be subjected to microbial processes for ethanol 

production.  The major challenge resides on overcoming 

structural and chemical complexities enabled by lignin. More 

approaches that are current relay on thermal process that 

consume energy. Bioprospecting searches for mesophilic 

microbes that can deconstruct lignin to expose other component 

more readily for microbial actions. Emphasis is placed on 

bacteria because unicellular entities are easier to manage for 

optimal industrial uses of lignin deconstruction. 

 

Lignin is one of the most recalcitrant, stable and structurally 

complex carbohydrate in nature [1]. The lignocellulose material 

of plant consists of three main fractions: cellulose, 

hemicellulose and lignin [2]. Lignin contributes to structural 

integrity and strength to plants but its separation from cellulose 

fraction has been a challenge for microbes [3]. In soil, few 

microorganisms are capable of deconstructing complex lignin 

polymers. Fungi are considered the main lignin degraders, such 

white rot fungi, Agaricus sp.,  Phanerochaete chrysoporium, 

Pleurotus eryngii, Trametes trogii, Fusarium proliferatem, 

Erwenia sp., Copricus sp., and  Mycema [4]. Lignin degradation 

has been reported for several bacteria, including Pseudomonas 

putida, Rhodococcus jostii [5], and Streptomyces viridosporus 

[6]. Lignin breakdown releases phenolic compounds that can be 

measured by absorbance due to their aromatic ring [7]. Bacterial 

deconstructing species are expected to be more advantageous 

than fungi for biotechnological applications due to their 

manageable large-scale growth, molecular genetics, and protein 

expression [8]. 

 

Forage sorghum (Sorghum vulgare) is considered a 

potential energy crop due to its reduced lignin contents; grow 

under adverse conditions, and demands simple treatments [10-

12]. It has been subjected to manipulations for decrease of lignin 

and increase of cellulose content. The relative content varies 

among life stages and structural portions of the forage sorghum.  

This study investigates the response of lignin-degrading bacteria 

to various type of sorghum. 
 

II. METHODS  

Strains. Lignin degrading bacteria were isolated from soil 

at Universidad del Turabo (Gurabo, Puerto Rico) and from 

water column in the San Juan Bay Estuary system. Samples 

were inoculated on liquid medium (2 g of peptone, 2 g of yeast 

extract, and 0.5 g of Remazol Brilliant Blue R per liter). Tube 

exhibiting a change in color, suggests laccase enzymatic activity 

for lignin deconstruction, were subjected to further purification 

in general media (tryptic soy agar). Laccase activity was 

confirmed by cultivation of isolates in the Remazol Brilliant 

Blue R media and lignin media on multiwell plates. Isolates 

were initially described by Gram stain and catalase test.  

 

Sorghum utilization assays. Mineral media was enriched 

independently with lignin (2% w/v), fresh inner stem sorghum 

(1% w/v), and senescent leaf sorghum (1% w/v) as sole carbon 

source. Both, fresh and leaf sorghum, were macerated for the 

use of the media. Qualitative utilization of sorghum was 

determined by growth on plates. The pH was measured on plates 

before inoculation and after growth. Plates were inoculated on 

two streak line on the surface of the medium and incubated for 

a week at room temperature. Growth was observed daily. 

Quantitative utilization of sorghum was determined by optical 

density on liquid media independently containing lignin, fresh 

inner stem sorghum, and senescent leaf sorghum (1% w/v each). 

Absorbance, at 600 nm wavelength, was measured on 

Spectronic 20 to triplicates for a period of 6 hours the day 
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inoculated. Then, the absorbance was measured for 5 days after 

the day inoculated.  

 

Molecular characterization. DNA extraction was done for 

the thirty-two preliminary strains using proteinase K. Then by 

the Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR), the 16S rRNA genes 

were amplified with 27F and 1525R primers. Amplicons were 

partially sequenced with primer 519R using Genetic Analyzer 

ABI3130. The closest homologous were determined using in 

BLAST.   

 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

Strains. Partial screening of lignin-degrading consortia 

resulted, out of thirty-two isolates, in only twenty positive for 

lignin degradation (Table 1). Among them, sixteen were gram-

positive rods, one gram-negative rod, two gram-positive coccus, 

and one gram-negative coccus. On the catalase test, only two 

were negative and the rest were positive. This indicated that 

only eighteen strains have the catalase enzyme to breakdown the 

hydrogen peroxide.  

 
TABLE 1. Lignin degradation among studied strains. 

Strain Lacasse enzyme Commercial lignin 

UT0103  x 

UT0105  x 

UT0216 x x 

UT0218  x 

UT0223 x x 

UT0279 x  

UT0327 x x 

UT0329 x  

UT0334 x  

UT0436 x x 

UT0659  x 

UT0660  x 

E002 x x 

E003  x 

E004  x 

E006 x  

E006-P2 x  

E012 x x 

E014 x  

E015  x 

 Evidence of Lignin breakdown. With the aim of 

confirmed lignin degradation by the twenty strain, a 24 well 

plates assay was prepared. The vertical lane on the left side was 

occupied by positive controls. On top of this lane was located 

the medium without inoculation that helped identify the changes 

that occurred, using this method for comparison. On Fig. 1a, it 

is illustrated a 24 well plates with the medium of Remazol 

Brilliant Blue R. The upper picture presents the well plates 

recently inoculated with eighteen isolated cultures from the soil 

samples of the Universidad Del Turabo and the image 

underneath shows the effects from one week later. Based on the 

results, by the second day of observation only two strains 

changed color to a darker blue and the rest remain the same. The 

strains began to change drastically between the third and fourth 

day of observation presenting a variation of colors such as 

purple, dark blue, gray, beige and greenish yellow. After a week, 

the well plates showed growth and positive results, as illustrated 

on the bottom image of Figure 1a. This outcome indicates that 

all the strains contain laccase-type enzymatic activity. This 

extracellular enzyme catalyzes the oxidation of various phenolic 

substrates found in lignin structure [6]. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Evidence of lignin breakdown on Remazol Brilliant Blue R media (a) 
and commercial lignin (b) as a carbon source inoculated with strains. 

 

 Figure 1b shows two 24-wells plates with lignin as the only 

source of carbon. The illustration from above displays fourteen 

strains freshly inoculated from San Juan Bay estuary and the 

bottom picture presents the results after a week of observation. 

According to the results, by the first two days, substantial 

growth appeared on half of the samples and only two additional 

demonstrated a shift in color. The next three days, the strains 

exhibited a change of colors including red, orange and yellow. 

Only two revealed negative results. The outcome shown at the 

bottom of Figure 1b indicates remarkable growth through the 

presence of turbid positive results, which stands for the 

capability of lignin degradation. 

 

 Sorghum utilization assays. Qualitative utilization assays 

were inoculated with the twenty strains (Fig. 2). Only eight 

strains grew in all the three different lignin sources: UT0103, 

UT0105, UT0216, UT0223, UT0334, UT0436, UT0659, and 

UT0660. Eight strains grew in lignin media and not sorghum: 

UT0103, UT0105, UT0216, UT0223, UT0334, UT0436, 

UT0659, and UT0660. All the bacteria were capable to grew in 

the senescent leaf sorghum and fresh inner stem sorghum 

containing media. The fresh inner stem sorghum resulted in the 

highest biomass growth. 
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Fig. 2 Qualitative sorghum utilization assays.  
Media containing fresh inner stem sorghum (left), senescent leaf sorghum 

(center), and commercial lignin (right). 

 

The pH was measured in the culture media before and after 

strains grew. The initial pH 6 became neutralized after growth. 

In the senescent leaf sorghum media, only UT0327, UT0329, 

UT0334, and UT0660 neutralized the medium. The strains 

E002, E012, E014, UT0334, and UT0660 were capable to 

neutralized the fresh inner stem sorghum medium. Only 

UT0334 and UT0660 neutralized the three media.  

 

Optical Density. During this experiment, optical density 

was used to observe the bacterial viability with three carbon 

sources under study: commercial lignin, fresh inner stem 

sorghum and senescent leaves sorghum. Absorbance measure 

the amount of light absorbed by culture medium and it can help 

us to demonstrate if the microorganism can survive in this 

environment. A decrease in absorbance indicate increment of 

soluble phenolic and polyphenolic compounds [7]. 

Commercial lignin as illustrated in Figure 3a displays that 

the microorganisms did not have a significant change in a period 

of six hours after the inoculation. During this interval the 

absorbance was constant. In three days, strains E014, E012, 

E003 and E002 demonstrated a high optical density as shown in 

Figure 3b. These changes include a decrement in the absorbance 

of UT012 and UT0334. The strain UT0659 did not had a 

significant change in this medium. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 3 Quantitative utilization of lignin by hours (a) and days (b). 

 

On fresh inner stem sorghum enrichment (Fig. 4), the 

absorbance increased right after the inoculation. In the first hour 

(Fig. 4a), all strains obtained an increment in their optical 

density. Nevertheless, strains UT0659 and UT0334 had a 

notable increase in their absorbance at the fifth hour. The strain 

UT0279 did not showed a meaningful change of the optical 

density. In five days (Fig. 4b), an elevation of the absorbance 

occurred specially in the second day of the lecture. The strains 

UT0659, E015 and E012 were the microorganisms that 

displayed more impact on this medium. However, UT0218 and 

UT0279 had a rise on the second day but then the absorbance 

was reduced. The strain UT0279 has a notable reduction 

because its absorbance always kept resulting negatives except 

day number two. 

In addition, the senescent leaves sorghum enrichment 

demonstrated a good performance during the first six hours after 

the inoculation. Strains E002, E004 and E006 (Fig. 5a) shows 

an elevation of the absorbance during the first four hours. 

However, an increment of the optical density of the strain E006-

P2 with an absorbance of 0.676 at the fifth day (Fig. 5b). The 

first read for the strain E006-P2 was -0.096, presenting that this 

microorganism prefers this medium more than other strains.  
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Fig. 4 Quantitative use of fresh inner stem sorghum by hours (a) and days (b). 

 
Fig. 5. Quantitative use of senescent leaves sorghum by hours (a) and days (b) 

 

Molecular characterization. Initial attempts for molecular 

characterization resulted in ~400 bp sequence of the 16S rRNA 

genes for five strains.  It is not enough to infer identity. The 

closest homologous were found in the genera Acinetobacter for 

strain UT0327, Bacillus for UT0218, Lysinibacillus for UT0102 

and UT0105, and Raoultella for UT0334. All these genera have 

been associate to lignin deconstruction in some form. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

 Microorganisms that can degrade lignin have been a 

remarkable challenge for microbiology due to its varied 

molecular structures. On previous studies, several fungi showed 

their ability to degrade lignin component but also there are few 

bacteria that can break down lignin too. The main goal of this 

study was to isolate lignin-degrading bacteria and create a 

mineral forage sorghum medium in the laboratory to replace 

commercial lignin. Thirty-two strains were isolated but only 

twenty showed positive results on well plates test with 

commercial lignin and Remazol Brilliant Blue R. Moreover, the 

results of optical density with lignin source displayed a 

significant change because of only eight strains four of them 

obtained an increment in their absorbance. Strain E006 P2 

demonstrated a high performance on leaves sorghum medium 

compared with commercial lignin and fresh sorghum media. 

Furthermore, in mineral plates, a great biomass was obtained in 

fresh sorghum medium. In conclusion, our goal was fulfilled 

because a new mineral culture has been created in the 

laboratory. All strains achieved an amazing outcome on mineral 

fresh sorghum plates rather than in commercial lignin plates 

where it did not have a visible growth. For future studies it could 

be investigated which are the components of the fresh sorghum 

and why bacterial strain had a better development in this 

environment. 
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Abstract– Five different fuel brand samples from gas stations in 

Caguas and Gurabo were analyzed for fuel efficiency and emissions. 

Approximately, 4 liters of each diesel fuel were used per test. 

Measurements were performed using a GUNT CT-110 7.5 KW air 

cooled diesel single cylinder test engine. Engine mechanical power 

and fuel consumption were measured using the engine test stand. 

Additionally, an E Instruments 4400 Portable Combustion Gas 

Analyzer was used to record exhaust emissions present in the 

combustion products, with special interest in NOx and SOx emissions. 

Lastly, viscosity and density tests were also performed. Results 

showed small variations (up to 10%) in both fuel efficiency and 

emissions. Results will be used as a baseline to test locally generated 

biofuel blends and quantify its potential as an alternative fuel.  

Keywords: combustion, efficiency, emissions 

 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

Diesel fuel is a refined from crude oil, which makes it a 

distillate fuel considered a reliable source of energy for creating 

electricity and transportation methods such as trucks, buses, 

boats, etc.. Particularly, such methods contain diesel engines 

known for their low fuel consumption, durability, and reliability 

in commercial and industrial processes. Yet, how does the diesel 

combustion happen in engines? First of all, diesel ignition 

occurs without spark as a result of inlet air mixture and fuel 

injection compression. Then, the piston continues to move 

closer to top dead center, the mixture temperature reaches the 

fuel’s ignition temperature, causing ignition of some premixed 

quantity of fuel and air. [1]  

Although diesel engines convert chemical energy into 

mechanical energy to generate power, it also combusts/releases 

chemicals into the environment. Unfortunately, the majority of 

these chemicals are harmful pollutants, including high 

emissions of nitric oxide and matter emissions. [1] However, 

many of the emissions may vary due to its fabricant and quality, 

requiring for a sample to be taken out of the whole population. 

In this case, there is a constant doubt or observation in Puerto 

Rico of which diesel fuel brand/seller is the best alternative for 

consuming in daily tasks that require it (electrical power 

production, merchandise transportation, etc.) Such comparison 

would be determined through the analysis of combustion in a 

diesel engine.  

II. METHODOLOGY 

 First of all, five different fuel brand samples (Total, Puma, 

Gulf, Toral, and Shell) were bought/taken from gas stations in 

the Gurabo area in Puerto Rico. These were acquired around the 

same time period of day and stored separately using a DOT 

approved containers. Approximately, 4 liters of each diesel fuel 

were stored and used per test. The test stand used for a single 

cylinder engine used for the tests was a GUNT CT-110 7.5 KW. 

Specifically, this engine was a GUNT CT-100.22 air cooled 

diesel engine (Figure #1 ). In addition, an E Instruments 4400 

Portable Combustion Gas Analyzer was used to record 

exhaust/emission chemicals found such as Nitric Oxide (NOx) 

and Sulfur dioxide (SO2). Lastly, diesel viscosity tests were 

taken using a Cannon 75 viscometer and density was recorded 

with a digital balance/pippete and a small beaker.  

 

 
Fig. 1 GUNT CT-100.22 air cooled diesel engine 

 

III. PROCEDURE 

 

1. Test stand container was filled with Puma brand diesel to be 

tested, lid was fully closed after inserting the fuel extraction 

pump.  

 

2. Then, the test platform, the gas analyzers and the computer 

software were turned on. The fuel cylinder tank was filled and 

engine is warmed up for 15 minutes with a load of 3.0 N*m 

(reduced to 1.3 N*m after start) and approximately 2300 rpm.  

 

3. Once warm up is complete, every 30 seconds samples were 

taken until obtaining 50 samples for every diesel fuel type/brand 

(25 minute period). The portable gas analyzer and the CT-110 

software recorded each data in its system while the INFRALYT 

CL analyzer displayed data on its monitor.  

4. Once the Puma diesel test was complete, all data was saved 

directly to an Excel file. Note: Steps 1-4 were repeated for the 

other four diesel brands (Total, Shell, Gulf, & Toral).  
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4. Lastly, viscosity and density were measured using the 

mentioned tools for each fuel. Collected data was then analyzed 

using averages of results and standard deviation to compare 

among the different brands and make conclusions.  

Equations 

 

Average:                                                                         (1) 
 

 
Sample standard deviation                                             (2) 

    
Density                                                                           (3) 

                           

𝜌 =
𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠

𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒
 

 

Braking Power                                                               (4) 

𝑃𝐵 = 2𝜋𝑀𝐵𝑛
1

60

1

1000
  (kW) 

 

MB Braking Torque (Nm) 

Efficiency                                                                      (5) 

𝑃𝐵 =
𝑃𝐵3600

𝐵𝐻𝑈

1000 

B fuel consumption (kg/h) 

HU Thermal Power (kJ/kg)  

 

IV. ANALYSIS & RESULTS 

 
TABLE 1 Density and viscosity of fuel brands 

 In Table 1 we can observe a similitude among fuel brand 

values regarding density since diesel’s theoretical density is 

approximately 0.800 g/cm3. Although kinematic and dynamic 

viscosity are physical properties, these varied much more 

significantly amongst each other. Both properties could have 

potentially altered test trial results since viscosity by definition 

is the resistance a fluid has to external forces causing it to flow. 

In this case, the diesel engine runs through the engine’s pipeline 

to produce power (convert chemical energy into mechanical 

energy in a certain period of time).  

TABLE 2 Fuel Measurements 

 Furthermore, Table 2 shows the average of all the tests 

made to all 5 diesel fuels. Toral produced an average of 0.4229 

kW in mechanical power and approximately 9.21% in 

efficiency, highest among tested fuels. However, Gulf diesel 

had lowed fuel consumption with an average of 0.3658 kg/h, 

904.3810 g/kWh in specific fuel consumption, and 9.22% in 

efficiency for the tested single cycle diesel engine. Specific fuel 

consumption is most important to consider since it is the 

relationship between fuel consumed and power produced in a 

combustion cycle. Additionally, Table 2 also indicates that NOx 

and SO2 percentages remained rather similar and low after each 

trial. In Figures #2 and #3, efficiency and NOx percentages are 

displayed in accordance to each fuel’s average. Efficiency 

percentage results present a left skewed normal distribution 

while NOx percentages show a rather uniform distribution.  

 A standard deviation analysis was performed to compare 

how recorded data relates among an amount of 50 samples, in 

this particular case. Observations indicate a close range in 

deviation among the majority of the calculated data except in 

the efficiency and specific fuel consumption where larger 

intervals appear. For instance, the Total diesel fuel shows an a 

specific fuel consumption deviation of 547.96 g/kWh and a 

10.36% efficiency deviation, indicating an alteration of lectures 

for such above average results.  

Fig. 2 Fuel Efficiency 

Gas 

Station 

Brand 

Power 

Mechanical 

(kW) 

Fuel 

Consumption 

(kg/h) 

Specific  

Fuel 

Consumption 

(g/kWh) 

 

Efficiency 

(%) 

 

NOx 

(%) 

 

SO2 

(%) 

Puma 0.3842 0.3851 1003.4408 8.35 0.0034 0.0002 

Total 0.3690 0.4054 1097.4537 7.62 0.0035 0.0002 

Shell 0.3850 0.3692 961.7638 8.73 0.0039 0.0002 

Gulf 0.4030 0.3658 904.3810 9.22 0.0038 0.0002 

Toral 0.4229 0.4018 958.0478 8.81 0.0035 0.0002 

Gas Brand 
Density 

(g/cm3) 

Kinematic 

Viscosity (cSt) 

Dynamic Viscosity 

(g/cm∙s) 

Puma 0.8390 5.084 4.2650 

Total 0.8440 4.279 3.6120 

Shell 0.8210 3.971 3.2600 

Gulf 0.8310 4.466 3.7110 

Toral 0.8220 4.475 3.6780 
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Fig. 3 NOx Emissions 

CONCLUSION 

 Finally, after a series of observations and analysis based on 

each of the fuel brand samples, certain findings were considered 

relative when arriving at conclusions. Overall, Gulf diesel fuel 

was the most efficient of all since it produced the highest 

mechanical power and efficiency, with a fair specific fuel 

consumption. It also produced one of the lowest NOx and SO2 

emissions, making such fuel more reliable when considering air 

pollution in the environment. In this case, the worst performers 

were Total and Puma with the least generated power, highest 

specific fuel consumption and rather inaccurate precision of 

values when compared to the mean. For future investigations 

other gas station brands should be taken in consideration, as well 

as innovative biodiesel fuels to compare how effective the inlet 

(production)/outlet (emission) is regarding the fuel type. Lastly, 

combustion analysis should also be expanded to determine other 

exhaust chemicals produced by this test platform as a sample of 

all diesel engines. 
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Abstract– Currently, most of the world’s energy comes from non 

renewable sources and/or fossil fuels. This generates considerable 

amounts of pollution causing a myriad of illnesses. The rise in fuel 

prices, the demand for fossil fuels and the concern for a healthier 

environment has made a priority the search for a viable technology 

to produce cleaner fuels with high commercial value. A possible 

source of clean fuel is synthetic diesel, which has relevance for 

sustainable energy. One of the most viable processes for the 

production of synthetic diesel is the Fischer-Tropsch (FT) 

mechanism, which uses synthesis gas (a mix of CO and H2) obtained 

from renewable energy sources. The FT synthesis produces a mixture 

of linear hydrocarbons of high molecular weight and high purity 

obtaining synthetic fuels, such as diesel. Diesel fuel obtained with the 

FT process is characterized for having superior properties compared 

to that obtained from petroleum distillate. The objective of this 

research is the development of synthetic pathways for impregnation 

processes of bimetallic systems for the production of synthetic diesel. 

Synthesis of bimetallic catalysts on a SiO2 support was executed. 

Silica microspheres were obtained using the Fink-Bohn-Stöber (SFB) 

method, at temperatures of 20.0 ˚C and 40.0 ˚C respectively. 

Subsequently, the impregnation process was performed with the 

bimetallic species (Co-Fe, Ru-Co, Ru-Fe) at concentrations of 0.025 

M and 0.0050 M. The resulting materials, with different metal 

compositions, are promising bimetallic catalysts for the production of 

synthetic diesel, using CO and H2, in the FT process. The bimetallic 

catalysts synthesized were characterized by both scanning electron 

microscopy with energy dispersive spectroscopy (SEM-EDS), and X-

ray Diffraction (XRD). As a preliminary result of the achieved 

catalyst combinations, the bimetallic catalyst Co-Fe at 0.025 M and 

dispersed on the SiO2 support at 40.0 ˚C, showed the best 

homogeneity (spherical shape) in its microspheres and less 

agglomeration between them. Relative to the average diameter, the 

bimetallic catalyst Ru-Fe at 0.0050 M and dispersed on the SiO2 

support at 40.0 ˚C, resulted in the smallest diameter of 0.0640 μm, 

compared to the other combinations. The size and distribution of the 

microspheres are considered important parameters which can be 

correlated with the expected surface area of these catalysts, and then 

the efficiency of synthetic diesel through the FT synthesis.  

 Keywords--Bimetallic catalysts, impregnation process, Stöber-

Fink-Bohn method, Fischer Tropsch, synthetic diesel 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, the main source of energy is that which comes 

from fossil fuels (i.e. oil, coal, natural gas and liquefied 

petroleum gas) forming an essential part in the world today. 

Fossil fuels attribute economic powers to countries from which 

it comes from and over 80% of the energy used comes from 

these places [1]. The development of these energy resources has 

led to a major expansion of energy consumption and improved 

quality of life for many regions of the world. However, the ever-

increasing global demand for fossil fuels is causing serious 

environmental consequences. Today, all fossil fuel reserves that 

exist can reduce the oxygen concentration to less than 0.3%. The 

damage that these fuels make significantly influences climate 

change, causing air pollution, which in turn brings many 

diseases short- and/or long-term [1]. One of these fossil fuels is 

Diesel. Diesel fuel is important to the U.S. economy. As a 

transportation fuel, it offers a wide range of performance, 

efficiency, and safety features [2]. It contains between 18% and 

30% more energy per gallon than regular gasoline. Diesel fuel 

also offers greater power density than other fuels, so it packs 

more power per volume. In 2015, diesel fuel accounted for about 

21% of the petroleum fuels consumed by the U.S. transportation 

sector [2]. However, about 22.4 pounds of carbon dioxide (CO2) 

are produced when a gallon of diesel fuel is burned. Carbon 

dioxide is a greenhouse gas that is linked to global climate 

change [3]. That is why, many scientists have proposed a 

framework for discussion on alternative energy methods that 

can eliminate or reduce emissions of these fossil fuels. Thus, 

using catalytic systems, product distribution, kinetics and 

mechanisms of processes, represent some of the attractive 

options for the production of clean fuels [6]. Presently, it has 

increased the interest in clean synthesis of liquid hydrocarbons, 

as a result of the demands of our environment, technological 

developments and limitations on reserves of fossil fuels. 

One of the technologies for the production of these 

hydrocarbons is the Fischer Tropsch (FT) synthesis. This 

technology is used to convert sources of economic power, avoid 

gas flaring during oil extraction or convert raw materials such 

as coal and biomass to liquid hydrocarbons with higher value 

[7]. The FT synthesis corresponds to one of the most viable 

technologies being used in the production of clean liquid fuels 

from synthesis gas from renewable energy source; which serve 

to satisfy the continued demand for fuel through its use [9]. For 

example, diesel fuel produced by the FT process is considered 

more environmentally friendly than diesel derived from crude 

oil. It is a clean fuel, since it does not contain in its formulation 

aromatics or heteroatoms, such as nitrogen (N) or sulfur (S), 

which do not emit NOx and SOx in the combustion [8]. The 

design of highly active and selective catalysts for the production 

of such fuels with high added value, using the FT process, has 

experienced a boom in recent decades. 

Recently, several research groups have explored the use of 

bimetallic catalysts to control selectivity and suppress 

deactivation in the reaction. Most studies using bimetallic 

catalysts for FT have focused on a combination of conventional 

transition metals, such as cobalt (Co), iron (Fe) or ruthenium 

(Ru). The latter shows good catalytic properties, but has a high 
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cost and limited availability for application in the industry. 

Therefore, it is necessary to maximize their efficiency in terms 

of activity and production of hydrocarbons, in order to make the 

competitive process on an industrial level with respect to the 

processes operating with Fe or Co [15], being the most widely 

used [16]. 

In this research, synthesis of SiO2 with the Stöber-Fink-

Bohn (SFB) method was used in an impregnation process of 

bimetallic catalysts for the production of synthetic diesel. These 

bimetallic catalysts increase the potential for selectivity and 

activity, improving fuel stability, since the bimetallic 

microspheres are highly reactive. The characterization in the 

synthesis of bimetallic catalysts (Co-Fe, Ru-Co, Ru-Fe) shows 

the microstructural parameters such as surface structure, 

composition, size and morphology of microspheres. Resulting 

in liquid hydrocarbons with low sulfur and aromatic, providing 

clean combustion and synthetic fuels [14]. 

Furthermore, the structures used as support for these 

bimetallic catalysts are of great importance, because they 

influence the dispersion, the microspheres size reduction and 

supported metal activity. Among the most commonly used 

metal dispersion media are some oxides such as Al2O3, SiO2 or 

TiO2 [4]. These allow to have a high metal dispersion, 

maximizing the available surface area and decreasing the 

required amount, which is of great importance for the 

production costs. The silicon dioxide support (SiO2) has been 

successful, showing excellent conversion for this reaction [21]. 

The purpose of this research is for the development of 

synthetic pathways for the impregnation processes of the 

bimetallic systems, for the production of synthetic diesel. As 

such, a possible source of clean energy through the FT 

processes, in order to get a better cost/effective relation. 

 

II. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION 

 

1. Reactants  
ACROS Organics: Cobalt (II) Chloride, 97% anhydrous; Iron 

(III) Chloride, 98% anhydrous; Ruthenium (III) Chloride, 

99.9% anhydrous; Tetraethyl Orth Silicate, 98% (TEOS). Sigma 

Aldrich: Methanol, ACS reagent, ≥99.8%; Ethyl alcohol, ACS 

reagent 99.5%; Ammonium Hydroxide solution, ACS reagent, 

28, 0-30.0% NH3 basis; Deionized ultrafiltered water (D.I.U.F, 

Milli-Q). Hydrogen 5.0 (UHP). 

 

2. Methodology 

2.1 Synthesis of Silicon Dioxide Support 

The synthesis of silicon dioxide was prepared according to 

the SFB method [13]. These syntheses were to developed 

microsphere at temperatures of 20.0 ˚C and 40.0 ˚C, in totally 

different processes with a reaction mixture consisting of 

ethanol, TEOS (the silicon source) and ammonium hydroxide. 

The solution at the temperature of 20.0 ̊ C was executed in a 125 

mL conical flask, first adding the ethanol and ammonium 

hydroxide. This reaction mixture was placed on a plate with 

magnetic stirring at room temperature, in which after reaching 

the required temperature TEOS was slowly added.  

The reagents mixer equipment was used in the synthesis of 

microspheres at the temperature of 40.0 ˚C. The development of 

this synthesis occurred in a 200 mL round bottom flask. Then 

this was placed with the reactive solution (EtOH+NH4OH) in a 

preheated heating mantle at 40.0 ˚C. For stirring, a mixer 

adapted to a drill was used, held to an iron support. The mixer 

was lowered to the appropriate depth into the flask; this method 

was improved to maintain the reaction under constant agitation 

[9]. After reaching the required temperature, a similar process at 

20.0 ˚C was started, slowly adding the TEOS. The addition of 

TEOS at both temperatures produced a white precipitate due to 

the formation of SiO2 microspheres. At the end of both 

procedures, the reactive mixtures were maintained in constant 

magnetic stirring for 1 hour. The temperature has to be always 

constant in every step of the synthesis [5]. 

 After both syntheses were completed, a process of 

separation was conducted by centrifugation (Hermle Z-200 

model) at 6,000 rpm for 10 minutes [12]. Four separation 

processes with deionized ultrafiltered water and one last 

separation with ethanol were conducted. Upon completion of 

the separation process, the SiO2 microspheres were dried in an 

oven at 60.0 ̊ C [12]. Subsequently, each of the syntheses carried 

were prepared for characterization of samples by scanning 

electron microscopy (SEM). 

 

 
Fig. 25 Chemical process for the formation of SiO2. 

 

In figure 1 describes the reaction process for the formation 

of the SiO2 support, the first stage of the reaction describes the 

controlled hydrolysis of the precursor (TEOS), this part of the 

reaction occurs in deionized ultrafiltered water, which is the 

reactant that determines the final yield of the product. The 

presence of ethanol in defined proportions and a catalyzer, in 

this case ammonium hydroxide are the determinant facts to 

obtain amorphous SiO2 [15]. In the second stage a condensation 

process occurs to get the desired microspheres of SiO2 [11, 12].   

 

2.2 Impregnation Process Bimetallic 

In this impregnation process bimetallic catalysts, such as 

Co-Fe, Ru-Fe and/or Ru-Co, were concentrated into 0.025M 

and 0.0050M solutions. In a 50 mL Erlenmeyer flask a solution 

of the two of the precursors of these catalysts were added: 

Cobalt (II) chloride, iron (III) chloride, and/or ruthenium (III) 

chloride [11], establishing bimetals reaction with the addition of 

a certain amount of SiO2 support in the concentrations of 

0.025M and 0.0050M, in completely separate processes. Then 

proceeded to mixing by magnetic stirring. The reaction mixture 

was transferred to a beaker and allowed to evaporate at 60.0 ˚C 

in an oven. The material was recovered and calcined in a muffle 

furnace, Thermolyne-Eurotherm 2116 model, in air at 300.0 ˚C 

for 15 minutes, and then reduced in H2 (g) flow at 600.0 ˚C for 
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20 minutes in a tube furnace, Carbolite-Eurotherm 2132 model 

[12]. 

 

2.3 Characterization of bimetallic Catalysts  

Once the reduction process is completed, the research 

concludes by characterizing the bimetallic catalysts with both 

SEM-EDS and XDR. These gives us information on the 

morphology, chemical analysis and crystal structure of the 

bimetallic microspheres [11].  

 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION. 

A. Preliminary results of SEM for SiO2 

 

 

 
Fig. 2 (a) SiO2 support micrograph at 20.0 ˚C; bar = 1 μm, X 20,000;  

(b) SiO2 support micrograph at 40.0 ˚C; bar = 1 μm, X 20,000. 

 

Using the method of Stöber-Fink-Bohn (SFB), samples 

were synthesized to obtain the SiO2 supports at temperatures of 

20.0 ˚C and 40.0 ˚C. Which after were characterized with a 

scanning electron microscopy (SEM-EDS), JEOL JSM-6010-

LA model, available at the University of Turabo. Morphology 

of the SiO2 microspheres at both temperatures (20.0 ˚C and 40.0 

˚C respectively) were observed to determine whether they were 

spherical or not, the degree of dispersion of the sizes and the 

diameters averages. In Figure 2, shows the SiO2 support’s 

micrographs at different temperatures, and both are at an equal 

magnification (X 20,000) to show the difference in size. In 

Figure 2 (a) 20.0 ˚C support is shown, the formation of the 

desired microspheres is observed. However, different sizes and 

small agglomeration between them is observed. This is possibly 

due to product formation during the reaction with the Stöber 

method [17]. In Figure 2 (b) the support at 40.0 ˚C is displayed, 

the formation of the desired microspheres with a better 

morphology, homogeneity in size and less agglomeration is 

observed between them.  

The average diameter of these microspheres was 

determined, obtaining a measure of 0.182 μm for the 

temperature of 20.0 ˚C, Figure 2 (a) and a measure of 0.0554 

μm for the temperature of 40.0 ˚C, Figure 2 (b). Therefore, the 

most suitable support for the dispersion of SiO2 active bimetals 

would be the 40.0 ˚C support. This support, at this temperature, 

shows a lower average diameter, better morphology (spherical), 

and little agglomeration among microspheres. This could 

indicate a possible improved deposition and dispersion of the 

active bimetals on SiO2 and a high value in its surface area 

compared to the SiO2 support obtained at 20.0 ˚C [12-18]. 

 

B. Some preliminary results of SEM for bimetallic catalysts 

 

 

 
Fig. 3 (a), (b) and (c), shows the micrographs of the bimetallic catalysts on a 

SiO2 supports at the temperature of 40.0 ˚C, bar = 1 μm, X 20,000 

 

In Figure 3, shows the micrographs of the bimetallic 

catalysts at concentrations of 0.025 M and 0.005 M, dispersed 

on a SiO2 supports at the temperature of 40.0 ˚C; after the 

reduction process in hydrogen flow at 600.0 ˚C for 20 minutes. 

In Figure 3 (a) shows the micrograph of the bimetallic catalyst 

Ru-Fe at 0.0050 M dispersed on the SiO2 support at 40.0 ˚C, 

after being reduced; Figure 3 (b) shows the micrograph of the 

bimetallic catalyst Co-Fe at 0.025 M dispersed on the SiO2 

support at 40.0 ˚C, after being reduced; Figure 3 (c) shows the 

micrograph of the bimetallic catalyst Ru-Co at 0.0050 M 

dispersed on the SiO2 support at 40.0 ˚C, after being reduced. 

 

a)  
a)  

1 μm 

1 μm 

a) 
μm 

1 μm 

b)  

1 μm 

1 μm 

b) 
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 In Figure 3 (a) small agglomerations can be seen between 

the microspheres, with a defined and uniform spherical shape. 

The average diameter of these microspheres were 

approximately 0.0640 μm. In Figure 3 (b) it can be observe that 

there is a good dispersion in most of the microspheres, with a 

defined and homogeneous spherical shape and an average 

diameter of approximately 0.0686 μm. In Figure 3 (c) it shows 

that between the microspheres there are large agglomeration of 

the bimetallic catalyst, and a defined spherical shape. In this 

case, the average diameter of these microspheres were of 0.0660 

μm. 

As a preliminary result of the catalytic combinations made 

in this investigation, the bimetallic catalyst Co-Fe at 0.025 M 

dispersed on the SiO2 support at 40.0 ˚C shows a better 

morphology (spherical shape) between its microspheres, and 

less compaction, which could indicate a possible better catalytic 

performance. Relative to the average diameter, the bimetallic 

catalyst Ru-Fe at 0.0050 M dispersed on the SiO2 support at 40.0 

˚C, obtained a smaller diameter of 0.0640 μm, compared to the 

other combinations. On the other hand, the bimetallic catalyst 

Ru-Fe at 0.0050 M, dispersed on the SiO2 support at 20.0 ̊ C had 

the highest average diameter measuring in approximately 

0.0723 μm, after the reduction process. In general, the 

incorporation of metals to the support generates agglomerations 

and inhomogeneity between particles, leading to a less defined 

spherical shape. This surface modification is expected to affect 

the specific area of the material [18-20]. 

 

C. Energy Dispersive Spectrometry (EDS)  

 

Using the Energy Dispersive Spectrometry (EDS) 

technique could determine the presence of elements in the 

samples analyzed. Figures 4 (a), (b) and (c), shows examples of 

some the spectra made in this investigation. The Figure 4 (a) 

shows the EDS for the synthesized sample of Ru-Fe bimetals on 

SiO2 to 20.0 ˚C at a concentration of 0.0050 M; confirming the 

presence of Ru, Fe, Si and O in the reduced material. In Figure 

4 (b) shows the EDS for the Co-Fe synthesized sample bimetals 

SiO2 to 20.0˚C at a concentration of 0.025 M; confirming the 

presence of Co, Fe, Si and O in the reduced material. In Figure 

4 (c) shows the EDS for the Ru-Co synthesized sample bimetals 

SiO2 to 40.0 ˚C at a concentration of 0.0050 M; confirming the 

presence of Ru, Co, Si and O in the reduced material. 

 

Fig 4 (a) Ru-Fe bimetals on SiO2 to 20.0 ˚C at 0.0050 M 

 

Fig. 4 (b) Co-Fe bimetals on SiO2 to 20.0 ˚C at 0.025 M 
 

 
Fig. 4 (c) Ru-Co bimetals on SiO2 to 40.0 ˚C at 0.0050 M 

 

 D. Some preliminary results of X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) 
 

Using the XRD technique, with a Rigaku Miniflex model 

available at the Metropolitan University (UMET), the crystal 

structure of the bimetallic catalysts on the SiO2 support were 

analyzed. In Figures 5(a), (b) and (c), shows the diffractograms 

of some of the samples analyzed at 20.0 ˚C and 40.0 ˚C. Figure 

5 (a) shows the diffraction pattern for the reduced sample of the 

Co-Fe bimetals on SiO2 of 20.0˚C at a concentration of 0.025 

M. Figure 5 (b) shows the diffraction pattern for the reduced 

sample of the Ru-Fe bimetals on SiO2 of 40.0 ˚C at a 

concentration of 0.0050 M. Figure 5 (c) shows the diffraction 

pattern for the reduced sample of the Ru-Co bimetals on SiO2 of 

40.0 ˚C at a concentration of 0.0050 M. The measurements 

obtained in the diffractograms are very preliminary. Therefore, 

samples will again be characterized by the XRD process for 

better results. 

 

a)  

b)  

c)  
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              Fig. 5 (a) shows the diffraction pattern of Co-Fe bimetals on SiO2 

 of 20.0 ˚C at 0.025 M. 

 
            Fig. 5 (b) shows the diffraction pattern of Ru-Fe bimetals on SiO2 

of 40.0 ˚C at 0.0050 M. 

     
             Fig. 5 (c) shows the diffraction pattern of Ru-Co bimetals on SiO2 

 of 40.0 ˚C at 0.0050 M. 

 

CONCLUSION  

The result from this research about the SiO2 microspheres 

were synthesized by using on the Stöber method, with certain 

modifications. Better results have been observed for the 

production of the SiO2 microspheres when it is process without 

the presence of water [11]. The characterization in the synthesis 

of the bimetallic catalysts (Co-Fe, Ru-Co, Ru-Fe) through the 

SEM- EDS and XRD, shows the microstructural parameters 

such as surface structure, composition, size and morphology of 

the nanoparticles. Thus, these bimetallic catalysts for the FT 

synthesis are integrated to convert natural gas into liquid 

hydrocarbons, which makes this synthesis as one of the most 

viable technologies for the production of liquid fuels for the 

synthesis of an alternative source of renewable energy [10]. 

High efficiency and quality with reduced environmental, 

economic and social effects of fuels, with the use of renewable 

energy sources and/or alternative energy, are some of the most 

important keys to sustainable development. The significant 

improvement of the process requires a great technological 

effort, whether to improve existing solutions or seek new 

concepts. 
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Abstract In this study single walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) 

were synthesized by ACCVD (Alcohol Catalytic Chemical Vapor 

Deposition) on silicon wafers. SEM characterization confirms the 

formation of SWCNTs and the feasibility of the preparation process.. 

The presence of aggregated particles suggested that not all nanotubes 

were developed because the size of the catalyst was not adequate for 

their formation. 

Keywords- Alcohol Catalytic Chemical Vapor Deposition 

(ACCVD), Single Walled Carbon Nanotubes (SWCNTs). 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

During the past few years, the nanostructured materials 

have aroused great interest due to its excellent properties 

associated with nanotechnology. These materials have 

generated great expectation in the fields of medicine, biology, 

engineering and physical-chemistry. New structures such as 

those of carbon and other elements of nanometric dimensions, 

including nanowires, nanofibers, or nanotubes have been 

discovered.1  

Regarding carbon nanotubes (CNTs), many synthesis 

methods have been developed. The CNTs are tubular structures 

of nanometric diameter whose walls are formed by a network of 

carbon atoms in a hexagonal lattice. The denomination and the 

discovery of the single wall carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) was 

due to S.Iijima in 1991, a few years after the discovery of the 

fullerenes, which are closed structures formed by carbon atoms 

arranged with a sp2 hybridization.2 A SWCNT is a closed 

structure derived from the "elongation" of a fullerene on a 

direction in such a way that its length is several times greater 

than its diameter, or it can be seen as a graphene wrapped and 

closed at its ends.2 The SWNTs are drawing a lot of attention as 

materials for application in nanodevices due to its excellent 

electric conductivity, optical, thermal and mechanical properties 

that arise from its quasi-one-dimensional structure.4 

Nowadays the synthesis of CNTs is carried out by two 

different methods: from graphite, through its sublimation at very 

high temperatures and from gaseous species through the so-

called deposition of chemical species in vapor phase (CVD or 

chemical vapor deposition )3. The most promising alternative 

procedure to obtain SWCNTs is the reported by Maruyama et 

al. 20015-7, in which a mixture of Co and Mo salts is used as a 

precursor of the catalyst, and the growth is achieved by means 

of CVD using alcohol as the carbon source.8 This research paper 

presents an experimental method for the synthesis of SWCNTs, 

based on the ACCVD approach on silicon substrates. 
    

 

II. METHODS 

Preparation of substrates. The process used was described 

by Morant et al. 2012 for the synthesis of SWCNTs. According 

to this method, Co (cobalt) and Mo (molybdenum) acetate 

solutions are deposited on the substrate of Si by dip-coating. The 

catalytic solutions contain 0.0218g of Mo and 0.0437g Co in 

100mL of absolute ethanol. Each solution was stirred for 2 hours 

and kept in the dark to avoid photodecomposition.3 Si substrates 

(100) were previously cleaned with isopropanol and drying in 

an oven at 60 ºC for 10 minutes.3 Subsequently the substrates 

were immersed in the solution of Mo by 10s and then calcined 

in air at 400 ºC for 20 minutes.3 After cooling down to room 

temperature, the substrates were immersed in the solution of Co, 

following the same procedure as described above. 

Growth of SWCNTs. The synthesis of SWCNTs was made 

using a CVD system at atmospheric pressure.3 A quartz sample 

holder containing the substrates was introduced inside a tubular 

quartz reactor. The system was switch on, and a mixture of 

nitrogen (75%) and hydrogen (25%) was added with a flow of 

300mL/min.3 Simultaneously the reactor was heated to 1000 C. 

(30 C/min), and the substrates were maintained at this 

temperature for 10 min. At this temperature a mixture of 

nitrogen and ethanol (99.5% ethanol and 0.5% water) was added 

for 5 minutes. After that, the system was cooling down to room 

temperature under a flow of nitrogen.  

Characterization. The synthesized samples were 

characterized by scanning electron microscopy using a JEOL 

JSM-6490LV at different magnifications. The samples were not 

gold coated, since these materials are sufficiently conductive. 

 

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

The synthesized carbon nanotubes were characterized by 

SEM. Fig. # 1 shows a SEM image (at low magnification) of the 

surface of the material. As can be seen there, this image shows 

high density of nanotubes randomly distributed on the surface 

of the silicon wafer. 

mailto:llopez292@email.suagm.edu
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Figure 1 - SEM image at low magnification of the carbon nanotubes growth. 

 

On the high-density areas can be observed large quantity of 

carbon nanotubes forming a kind of "clusters" of circular shape.  

As the image is magnified it is noted that this type of 

macrometric structures are formed individually by threads at 

nano scale and particles that did not completed their growth as 

shown in Fig. # 2A. The particles that did not complete their 

growth are known as "clusters".  Particles similar to these, but 

smaller in size, are responsible for the growth of nanotubes.  

Only particles with ideal size (ca. 5-10 nm) are able to catalyze 

the synthesis of carbon nanotubes.  The physical-chemical 

properties of materials with high density of aggregated particles 

may be different to those obtained with the nanotubes and, 

therefore, the potential applications of these materials vary or 

simply cannot be used for some common purpose. The 

formation of carbon nanotubes can have some disturbances in 

its development associated to factors of temperature, amount of 

reagent in solution, reaction time, purity of alcohol, among other 

factors that could affect the growth process. 

 

Figure 2A: SEM image showing the formation of "clusters". 

 
Figure 2B: SEM image corresponding to a side-view of the silicon substrate 

showing the carbon nanotube growth. 

For future research it is necessary to use other techniques of 

characterization such as X-ray diffraction and Raman to achieve 

a better understanding of the crystalline structure of these novel 

materials, and to determine the nature of the carbon nanotubes.   

CONCLUSIONS 

The synthesis method used for the growth of carbon 

nanotubes was demonstrated to be effective. The presence of 

aggregated particles or "clusters" are indicators that not all 

particles reach the required sizes for the formation of nanotubes. 

The temperature, the amount of reagents, mixing and reaction 

time are determinant factors in the preparation of the carbon 

nanotubes. 
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Abstract Modern life has been facing new challenges, this 

include the search for new technologies that doesn’t depend on 

petroleum, because of the great damage that can cause to the planet 

ecosystem. Microalgae are photosynthetic microorganisms that use 

sunlight to create organic matter through carbon dioxide, and water, 

in order to easily convert solar energy into lipids. Oil produced by 

algae can be useful for biofuel production and can represent a better 

ecofriendly option. The main objective of this research is to determine 

the influence of nutritional composition of algae media to accelerate 

their production of oils by two wild algae in batch culture. Two media 

were prepared to satisfy salt requirements for each algae: Chlorella 

vulgaris and Nannochloropsis sp. Each alga was reactivated and was 

inoculated with two treatments: Pasta Residual Water (PRW) and 

Vegetable Residual Water (VRW). Measuring their optical density, 

we determine that PRW represent a better nutritional supply to 

accelerate the growth of the two algae. Continue culture will be 

performed in the future in order to extract the oil produced by the two 

algae and determine their quality and their potential use for biofuel 

production.  

Keywords-- Chlorella sp., algae, Nannochloropsis sp. 

 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

Since the modern impact of new technologies and the 

exponential increase of population and their needs, there have 

been a lot of concerns about the great amount of technologies 

based on petroleum, which create a great strain on them. 

However, scientist have been working for new alternative that 

can be ecofriendly and have a better impact on the economy. 

Previous research has used agricultural crops, animal fat and 

others to satisfy the necessity of creating a new sustainable 

energy, but neither can really satisfy the great demand that 

represent the energy industry [6]. This study aims to open new 

doors to the scientific community about the great opportunity 

that can represent algae on the biofuel field. Not only this study 

search for an alternative biofuel but to create awareness on the 

environmental impact cause by petroleum. The combustion of 

petroleum based fuels cause a proliferation of gases; which have 

resulted in diverse contaminants. However, multiple studies 

have shown the production of biofuels by extraction of oils 

directly come from algae [2].  

Furthermore, algae were one of many assertive resources 

that were taken for the production of biodiesel. Algae are a 

species of photosynthetic microorganisms that use sunlight to 

create organic matter through carbon dioxide, and water, in 

order to easily convert solar energy into lipids. The production 

of biofuels from microalgae is commercially viable as it is cost 

competitive with fossil fuels, does not require additional land, 

improves air quality by absorbing carbon dioxide in the 

atmosphere, and uses a minimal amount of water [1]. 

Nonetheless, the advantage that stands out when using algae for 

this study is the ability of rapid growth, and does not require the 

quality resources; such as cultivation conditions for obtaining 

an effective product. Oil productivity depends on the rate of 

algae growth and biomass content [2]. 

The success of algae oil for biodiesel has a direct 

correlation with algae strain [5]. Different techniques and 

methods that affect the species growth, has been used in order 

to find the best nutritional parameters for algae. It has been 

found that the algae biomass increase is more substantial when 

a homogeneous supplement is added [7]. Although, two diverse 

strains of algae have been recognized for potential biofuel 

production: Chlorella sp. and Nannochloropsis sp. Chlorella is 

a unicellular microalga that has been highlighted as one of the 

most studied algae species due to its conformation, and 

photosynthetic efficiency compared to other species. It is 

spherical, approximately 10 µm in diameter, and lacks flagella. 

Chlorella contains a green pigment, photosynthetic chlorophyll 

a and b, in its chloroplasts. It multiplies rapidly through 

photosynthesis, requiring only carbon dioxide, water, sunlight, 

and a small amount of minerals to reproduce. 

Nannochloropsis sp. is a genus of algae comprising, 

approximately, 6 species. Most species have been known from 

the marine environment, but also occur in fresh and brackish 

water. This can represent a great opportunity because of the 

different capabilities on diverse conditions that needs to be 

tested in order to find in which condition can be the best for 

lipids production. All species are small and non-motile. 

Nevertheless, it is different from other related microalgae 

because it lacks chlorophyll b and c, and have a diameter of 

about 2 µm. Nannochloropsis sp. is considered as a promising 

alga for industrial applications due to their ability to accumulate 

high levels of polyunsaturated fatty acids. 

Unicellular microalgae produce a cell wall containing lipids 

and fatty acids; which set them apart from the higher animals 

and plants [3]. In addition, new emerging technologies explore 

bacterial interactions of algae for improved growth and 

production of lipids in microalgae. [4].  

The main objective of this research is to determine the 

influence of nutritional composition of algae media in the 

production of oils by two wild algae, with green pigments, in 

batch culture. Once we demonstrate that algae have a better 

response with the nutritional parameters that we stablish, there 

will be a continuous culture in photobioreactor for quantitative 

and qualitative assessment of the algae oil. 
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II. METHODS 

A. Media Preparation 

 Due to different type of salt requirement, we prepared two 

different media, one for Chlorella vulgaris and another for 

Nannochloropsis sp. Algae and media ingredients were bought 

to Algae Research Supply and Algae culturing kit was used to 

reactivate the algae. Chlorella vulgaris media was prepared with 

a bag of salts with sodium chloride, sodium bicarbonate and 

calcium chloride was poured into a half-liter bottle of 500 ml of 

drinking water until dissolved. Then, a nutrient fertilizer was 

added that consist of a modification of Bold's Basal Medium 

(BBM), it uses sodium nitrate and sodium phosphate. A culture 

flask was filled with 50 ml (2/3 full) of culture media and algae 

were inoculated. This culture was exposed to direct sunlight 

with occasional shake. For Nannochloropsis sp., a mix of salts 

with sodium chloride and sodium bicarbonate was poured in 500 

ml of drinking water. Then a nutrient fertilizer that consist of a 

modification of the F/2 media, which uses sodium nitrate and 

sodium phosphate as the nitrogen and phosphorus sources was 

added to the drinking water with salts. In order to reactivate the 

algae, a flask with 50 ml (2/3 full) of media and algae was 

prepared. Indirect sunlight was given for the algae 

photosynthesis with occasional shake. 

 

B. Nutritional Regimes. 

In order to define the nutritional regime that promotes a 

better growth for algae, two treatments were applied. Each alga 

was inoculated in their respect media and was supplemented 

with Pasta Residual Water (PRW) or Vegetable Residual Water 

(VRW). Each supplement was collected and sterilized in 

autoclaved prior addition to the media. For a better 

understanding of the behavior of each alga, a duplicate was 

made for treatment. Each treatment was observed in the 

spectrophotometer three times each day for optical density 

measurement in 600nm. This data was used to plot a growth 

curve to demonstrate which treatment does a better effect on the 

algae growth.  

 

III.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Chlorella vulgaris demonstrated faster growth, based on the 

production of its characteristic pigment, among the two algae 

strains activated. Microscopically, all algal strains were pure 

and preserved typical morphological features. In order to 

determine the most stimulating substrate for growth, Chlorella 

vulgaris was cultivated in F2 mineral media (F2) supplemented 

with 10% of vegetable residual water or 10% pasta residual 

water.  Growth was assessed by optical density for five days. 

Culture tubes allowed 40% space for atmosphere containing 

CO2 (carbon source for photosynthesis) and were kept under 

sunlight (source of energy) and shake occasionally. 

The typical growth media (F2) was supplemented with 

pasta residual water (10% v/v) from food processing as 

additional carbon source. Pasta residual water (PWR) from 

cooking resulted in a homogeneous solution that mixed with F2 

without evident separation of phases or aggregate formation. 

This medium (F2+PWR) showed a gradual and smooth growth 

of algae biomass. Between the two replicas (Fig. 1), Chlorella 

vulgaris. follows a similar growth trend: adaptation (lag) phase 

in the first 40 hours, log phase slowly but consistent for about 

90 hours, and later the growth became to stabilized. The medium 

F2+PWR conserved it homogeneity throughout all the 

experiment. 

 

 
Fig. 1 Growth of Chlorella sp. in F2+PRW 

 

The typical growth media (F2) was supplemented with the 

second treatment vegetable residual water (VRW; 10% v/v) 

from food processing as additional carbon source.  

 

 
Fig. 2 Growth of Chlorella sp. in F2+VRW medium 

 

Similar to the PRW, the solution resulted in a homogeneous 

mix with F2 without evident separation of phases or aggregate 

formation. This medium (F2+VRW) showed a gradual and very 

exponential growth of algae biomass. A similar result was 

observed for the two replicas (Fig. 2). Chlorella sp. follows a 

similar growth trend: adaptation (lag) phase in the first 60 hours, 

log phase slowly but consistent for about 70 hours, and later the 

growth became to stabilized. The medium F2+VRW conserved 

it homogeneity throughout the study. 

Nannochloropsis sp. was subjected to the same nutritional 

regimes (F2+PRW and F2+VRW) than Chlorella vulgaris. 
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Results showed a more stable and homogeneous growth than 

Chlorella vulgaris. However, Chlorella vulgaris demonstrated 

more increment in 100 hours. Similar results were observed for 

the two replicas (Fig. 3). Nannochloropsis sp. follows a similar 

growth trend: adaptation (lag) phase in the first 60 hours, log 

phase slowly but consistent for about 90 hours, and later the 

growth became to stabilized. The medium F2+VRW conserved 

it homogeneity throughout all the experiment. 

 

 
Fig. 3 Growth of Nannochloropsis sp. in F2+PRW medium 

 

Ultimately, Nannochloropsis sp. was exposed to F2 media 

supplemented with VRW. Results showed a more radical and 

heterogeneous growth than Chlorella vulgaris. However, 

Nannochloropsis sp. is expected to have a better increasing than 

Chlorella vulgaris as we can see that there's not a stabilized 

growth which brings the opportunity that this alga in the 100 

hours it's still growing. Different tendencies were observed for 

the two replicas, but in a final stage they showed similar 

tendencies (Fig. 3). Nannochloropsis sp. follows a similar 

growth trend: adaptation (lag) phase in the first 100 hours. 

Future research will make a more prolong read to have a better 

understanding of how much the VRW as carbon source can help 

the algae to growth. 

Finally, biomass increases for both algae and nutritional 

regimes (Fig. 4). Chlorella vulgaris showed greater growth 

when the basal media was supplemented with pasta residual 

water (F2+PRW). This results prove once more that Chlorella 

species can be a better opportunity for the energy industry as 

previous research demonstrated that this algae strain can growth 

better than others strains tested using media supplemented with 

different carbon source [7].  

 

 
Fig. 4 Growth of algae under nutritional regimes 

 

In the future, once significant increase in algae cell number 

is obtained, we can put the algae in a starvation state to stimulate 

the production of oils. 
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Abstract –Puerto Rico is located in a region with high risk of 

seismic activity. Historically, seismic events of great magnitude occur 

in Puerto Rico every one hundred years. This should be concerning 

considering that almost a hundred years have passed since the last 

grave earthquake stroke the island. If an earthquake of great 

magnitude were to occur today, there is no doubt that many of the 

country’s infrastructure would be affected. Specifically, creole 

constructions built on hills and sloped terrains. This structures 

usually lack of surveys and do not follow construction code 

guidelines. Therefore, there is basically no information on the 

reinforcement of these reinforced concrete (R/C) structures and 

members. This project is meant to give us an insight of the rebar that 

is used in these creole hillside houses. To achieve this the ZBL-

R630A Rebar Scanner, which is considerably economic compared to 

high quality rebar scanners, will be used to measure concrete cover, 

diameter of rebar, location and spacing between rebar. The Rebar 

Scanner will be tested with two different concrete members that were 

designed with different reinforcement scenarios. These members will 

be R/C columns or beams. Since the exact location of the rebar is 

known for these members we can measure the accuracy of the ZBL-

R630A. The continuous performance of test with the scanner will 

help us to understand it and allow us to calibrate it and determine 

how to obtain reliable readings.  

Keywords—R/C structures, Rebar Scanner, Rebar Location, 

ZBL-R630A, Seismic Hazard, Creole Construction, Hillside 

Construction  

 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Puerto Rico is located between the North American and the 

Caribbean plate and south of the Puerto Rico Trench. Its 

location makes the island vulnerable to the occurrence of 

tremors and/or earthquakes. The last big earthquake that 

occurred in Puerto Rico was the San Fermín earthquake which 

stroke in October 11, 1918. This seismic event was registered 

to have a magnitude of 7.3 in the Richter scale causing the death 

of 116 people and millions in loss and damages. History shows 

that these events occur in Puerto Rico approximately every 

hundred years, meaning that our time is due. 

 

Before the occurrence of a large scale earthquake, Puerto 

Rico’s dated and creole structures built at hillsides would be at 

imminent risk. It is a common practice in Puerto Rico to build 

reinforced concrete frames for residential houses on hilly 

terrains and to support them with slender columns. 

Furthermore, it is common that these houses lack of good 

construction practices. In her study, Gonzalez [3] found that 

there was no reliable information about the reinforcement 

details in the columns of these type of structures and had to 

recur to use the minimum reinforcement requirements 

established by ACI 318-11.[1]. Similarly, in his study, Vázquez 

[4] found that steel reinforcement parameters of the residences 

were not available because the residences were old and the 

owners did not have construction drawings. 

 

 The first step to finding an effective remedy to the risk that 

hillside constructions encounter if facing an earthquake is to 

obtain knowledge as to their reinforcement. A rebar scanner is 

a detection tool that allows obtaining data of the rebar in 

reinforced concrete members without damaging the previously 

built structure (non-destructive procedure).  Even though 

certain models of this equipment can be bought for hundreds or 

low thousands of US dollars, higher end models can reach up to 

the $60,000. The rebar locator utilized in this study was the 

ZBL-R630A Rebar Scanner. This apparatus is able to detect 

ferrous materials in concrete. It also tests the thickness of 

concrete cover (C.C.), rebar diameter, location and space. 

Furthermore, the scanner allows us to store and transfer data 

from tests. [2] Conducting tests and results yielded by the ZBL-

R630A will give us an idea of its reliability. Furthermore, by 

comparing theoretical and experimental data of rebar location 

and dimensions will provide information on the scanner’s 

performance and analysis. 

 

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

 

There is barely, if not any, information on the 

reinforcement of reinforced concrete Puerto Rican structures 

built on hillside terrain [3, 4]. This is problematic when 

determining the effects that seismic activity will have on these 

type of constructions.  Currently, the way of managing 

earthquake loads in these structures are shear walls. These, are 

walls that carry earthquake loads down to the foundation. 

However, this solution is not always dependable. In order to 

develop new techniques to deal with the impact and 

consequences of earthquakes in hillside residences in Puerto 

Rico it is important to know construction details like 

reinforcement particulars.  The study and domain of the rebar 

detector is key in obtaining trustworthy readings. This can later 

lead to locating and modeling the reinforcement of the 

previously mentioned structures.  
 

III. PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF WORK 

 

The purpose of this research is to test the ZBL-R630A rebar 

locator in different scenarios that might be representative to 

those in residences built on hilly terrain. The analysis and 

comparison of the information that the tests will supply will 

provide understanding of the machine’s performance. This 
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project is meant to achieve full understanding, management and 

interpretation of the rebar scanner and the data obtained from 

the apparatus. This can later be used in actual previously built 

hillside constructions to inspect and analyze their 

reinforcement. Gathering this data could lead to further 

understanding the effects of an event such as an earthquake in 

these structures. In the future, this information can help to 

develop new structural and economical methods to manage and 

prevent the hazardous effects caused by earthquakes that 

hillside creole constructions are at risk of suffering.  
 

IV. METHODOLOGY 

To understand the performance of the ZBL-R630A rebar 

scanner, it was tested with different reinforced concrete 

members with different types of rebar. One of the members, that 

was built is a concrete column/beam with dimensions of 

17”x8”x8’. This sample was reinforced with one layer 

consisting of three rebar to each side. Each layer contains two 
5

8⁄ ” diameter rebar and one 1 2⁄ ” rebar. The second specimen 

that was built was designed with dimensions of 12”x12”x8’. 

This sample’s reinforcement has a diameter of  5 8⁄ ”. To one 

side the reinforcement consists of one single layer. To the other 

side, it is double layered. Both specimens were designed to have 

a concrete over of 11
2⁄ ” to every rebar. 

 

The first specimen is also reinforced with fifteen steel hoops 

with diameter of 3 8⁄ ” and dimensions of 5”x14”. The second 

specimen has 19 steel hoops of the same diameter of 

dimensions 9.5”x9.5”. These prefabricated hoops were tied to 

the rebar with black construction wire. Furthermore, nylon 

thread was used to fix the position of suspended rebar 

throughout the mold. Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 show the designed 

displacement of the rebar and hoops in each mold for specimen 

1 and 2 respectively. However, in the laboratory the steel hoops 

that were used had dimensional and shape irregularities. 

Consequently, the design parameters of all the reinforcement 

were altered. 

 
Fig.1 Top and side view of first specimen reinforcement design 

 

Before the pouring of the concrete, the reinforcement position 

was recorded in the laboratory by taking various measurements. 

These included the estimated C.C. to every applicable side of 

each rebar and hoops. Also, the distance that separated each 

hoop and rebar from one another. 

 

Fig.2 Top and side view of second specimen reinforcement design 
 

The final members were built with poured concrete of 

3,000 psi resistance. Due to time constraints, an additive for 

high early strength at 3 days was added to the mix. Furthermore, 

four 4” x 8” concrete cylinders were made with the mix to test 

in compressive strength. In the process of pouring the concrete, 

the mold for the 12”x12”x8’ column expanded significantly. 

Therefore, the dimensions were dramatically altered. Since new 

dimensions vary and are unknown the data analysis process will 

be complicated. For that reason, the specimen was not analyzed 

for this particular research.   

After the concrete had been poured into the forms and 

cured for five days, the specimens were removed from their 

molds. Scanning was performed on the top face and the smooth 

side face of specimen 1. The scan function that was used was 

the grid scan.  Grid scan mainly displays the distribution of grid 

distributed rebar through a grid diagram, location of rebar and 

thickness of cover and the same time [*]. This scanning method 

allows to select X axis and Y axis. When rebar is located the 

sensor beeps and a drawing of the rebar appears in the screen in 

the detected position. The hoops were test in the X-axis. For 

both top and side view ten tests that detected the correct number 

of rebar were done. When scanning for the rebar the Y-axis was 

used. The rebar was measured five times in between the length 

of every one feet. For X-axis the scan was done from left to 

right. On the other hand, for the Y-axis the direction of the scan 

was from down to up (Use Fig 1 as reference). 

 

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

The experimental dimensions for a R/C beam/column like 

structure was studied using the ZBL-R630A rebar scanner in 

grid scanning mode. It was expected to read with the apparatus 

the detection, depth, distance, position and diameter of the 

rebar. However, the latter was not achieved during grid scan 

since the reading was not available. Furthermore, when 

performing General Scan if sensor is place directly above rebar 

diameter should be obtained by pressing the up key [3]. Even 

though, the general scan should detect diameter, it is not 

convenient for our sample since it has reinforcement in multiple 

directions. When using General Scan function axis cannot be 

selected and grid is not displayed on screen. Therefore, the 

sensor is more sensitive and can beep even if rebar is not 

parallel to it. In this case, when performing General Scan, the 

diameter was not detected for every rebar and in very many 

cases the results it yielded were outliers. 
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Table 1 shows the comparisons of the Depth of the rebar or 

C.C. between the values measured in the laboratory and the 

average values from the scanning test performed on the top side 

of the 17”x8”x8’ column along the x-axis. Furthermore, Table 

2 compares the values of the position of each rebar starting 

along the specimen starting at cero. Table 3, shows the distance 

between one ring to the next one. Tables 4, 5 and 6 show this 

same information but from when the specimen is tested on the 

smooth side face.  The error percent for all the data was 

calculated using (1). 

 

𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 % =  
|𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑙 − 𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡𝑒𝑑|

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡𝑒𝑑
× 100%         (1) 

 
TABLE 1 Depth Test for Steel Hoops on Top Face 

Ring Accepted Value 

(mm) 

Experimental 

Average (mm) 

Error Percent 

(%) 

1 44.5 46.9 5.39 

2 44.5 45 1.12 

3 44.5 47.8 7.42 

4 38.1 47.8 25.46 

5 38.1 51 33.86 

6 38.1 39.1 2.62 

7 38.1 36 5.51 

8 31.8 38.4 20.75 

9 35.05 35.8 2.14 

10 38.1 44.2 16.01 

11 41.4 45.2 9.18 

12 38.1 44.1 15.75 

13 38.1 47.3 24.15 

14 35.05 48.5 38.37 

15 38.1 47.4 24.41 

 

 
TABLE 2 Position Test for Steel Hoops on Top Face 

Ring Accepted Value 

(mm) 

Experimental 

Average (mm) 

Error Percent 

(%) 

1 92.2 50.6 45.12 

2 206.5 149.6 27.55 

3 289.05 237.7 17.77 

4 409.7 342.3 16.45 

5 635.25 549.1 13.56 

6 822.71 758.3 7.83 

7 1013.21 967.3 4.53 

8 1235.46 1150.2 6.90 

9 1419.61 1366.6 3.73 

10 1637.03 1561.8 4.60 

11 1827.53 1755.2 3.96 

12 2056.13 1982.6 3.58 

13 2157.73 2090.7 3.11 

14 2227.58 2190.1 1.68 

15 2327.66 2291.7 1.54 
 
 

 

 
 

 

TABLE 3 Separating Distance for Steel Hoops on Top Face 

Ring Accepted 

Value (mm) 

Experimental 

Average (mm) 

Error Percent 

(%) 

1 to 2 114.3 99 13.39 

2 to 3 82.55 88.1 6.72 

3 to 4 120.65 104.6 13.30 

4 to 5 225.55 206.8 8.31 

5 to 6 187.45 209.2 11.60 

6 to 7 190.5 209 9.71 

7 to 8 222.25 182.9 17.71 

8 to 9 184.15 216.4 17.51 

9 to 10 217.42 195.2 10.22 

10 to 11 190.5 193.4 1.52 

11 to 12 228.6 227.4 0.52 

12 to 13 101.6 108.1 6.40 

13 to 14 69.85 99.4 42.30 

14 to 15 100.08 101.6 1.52 

 
TABLE 4 Depth Test for Steel Hoops on Side Face 

Ring Accepted Value 

(mm) 

Experimental 

Average (mm) 

Error Percent 

(%) 

1 25.4 28.6 12.60 

2 26.99 26 3.67 

3 27.78 28.9 4.03 

4 29.37 32 8.95 

5 33.34 34.9 4.68 

6 35.72 39.7 11.14 

7 38.1 34.2 10.24 

8 36.51 37.8 3.53 

9 34.93 38 8.79 

10 35.72 37.9 6.10 

11 33.34 36.8 10.38 

12 30.16 35.4 17.37 

13 30.16 29.2 3.18 

14 29.37 27.9 5.01 

15 30.16 24 20.42 

 
TABLE 5 Position Test for Steel Hoops on Side Face 

Ring Accepted Value 

(mm) 

Experimental 

Average (mm) 

Error Percent 

(%) 

1 85.85 63.3 26.27 

2 187.45 164.1 12.46 

3 289.05 237.6 17.80 

4 400.3 340.9 14.84 

5 613.16 567 7.53 

6 816.36 751.8 7.91 

7 1013.21 994.4 1.86 

8 1246.63 1176.8 5.60 

9 1410.21 1394.4 1.12 

10 1613.41 1587.9 1.58 

11 1818.13 1776.9 2.27 

12 2019.81 1987.3 1.61 

13 2121.41 2104.6 0.79 

14 2232.66 2183.7 2.19 

15 2334.26 2297 1.60 
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TABLE 6 Separating Distance for Steel Hoops on Side Face 

Ring Accepted 

Value (mm) 

Experimental 

Average (mm) 

Error Percent 

(%) 

1 to 2 114.3 99 13.39 

2 to 3 82.55 88.1 6.72 

3 to 4 120.65 104.6 13.30 

4 to 5 225.55 206.8 8.31 

5 to 6 187.45 209.2 11.60 

6 to 7 190.5 209 9.71 

7 to 8 222.25 182.9 17.71 

8 to 9 184.15 216.4 17.51 

9 to 10 217.42 195.2 10.22 

10 to 11 190.5 193.4 1.52 

11 to 12 228.6 227.4 0.52 

12 to 13 101.6 108.1 6.40 

13 to 14 69.85 99.4 42.30 

14 to 15 100.08 101.6 1.52 

 

 Before starting the test, the position where the steel hoops 

were supposed to be was marked. The scanner was able to 

detect accurately were the hoops were at always at or very near 

to the mark. If the test was performed correctly the sensor 

detected the right amount of hoops. On occasions, it detected 

the same ring twice, however this can be avoided if the scanner 

is moved at a constant and reasonable velocity. The most 

troublesome reading is that of the first ring. If the ring is close 

to the starting point of reading the scanner can make the beeping 

noise detecting it, however it is possible that the drawing of this 

ferrous material does not appear in the grid diagram with its 

respective information.  

Tables 7 through 9 describe the depth, position and distance 

of the two 1
2⁄ ” diameter rebar located in the top face. The 

scanning process for this side was more complicated due to the 

limited space to place and roll the sensor. These tests were done 

in the Y-axis direction. It was also performed with the option 

for dense rebar scanning on since the C.C. to the rebar in this 

scenario should be greater. Therefore, the rebar is harder to 

detect. In some cases, when performing these scans, the sensor 

had to be run over back and forth on top of the known position 

of the second rebar so it could be read by the scanner. 

 
TABLE 7 Rebar Depth to Top Face 

Distance 

(ft) 
Accepted Value 

(mm) 

Experimental 

Average (mm) 

Error Percent 

(%) 
Upper Bottom Upper Bottom Upper Bottom 

0-1 60.45 52.32 53.4 47 11.66 10.17 

1-2 63.5 49.28 63.8 53 0.47 7.55 

2-3 66.8 45.97 53 45.2 20.66 1.68 

3-4 54.1 47.75 61.6 50.4 13.86 5.55 

4-5 69.85 50.8 47.6 45.8 31.85 9.84 

5-6 69.85 54.1 64.4 55.8 7.80 3.14 

6-7 63.5 57.15 53 53.6 16.54 6.21 

7-8 55.63 55.63 53 52.6 4.73 5.45 

 

 

 
 
 

TABLE 8 Rebar Position Test on Top Face 

Distance

(ft) 

Accepted 

Value (mm) 

Experimental 

Average (mm) 

Error Percent 

(%) 
Upper Bottom Upper Bottom Upper Bottom 

0-1 60.45 52.32 103 18.6 70.39 64.45 

1-2 63.5 49.28 17 54.4 73.23 10.39 

2-3 66.8 45.97 88.2 19.6 32.04 57.36 

3-4 54.1 47.75 89.6 26.2 65.62 45.13 

4-5 69.85 50.8 91.2 27.6 30.57 45.67 

5-6 69.85 54.1 73.8 16.6 5.65 69.32 

6-7 63.5 57.15 91.2 27.6 43.62 51.71 

7-8 55.63 55.63 93.2 41.8 67.54 24.86 

 
TABLE 9 Rebar Separating Distance on Top Face 

Distance 

(ft) 

Accepted 

Value (mm) 

Experimental 

Average 

(mm) 

Error 

Percent (%) 

0-1 84.4 79.38 6.32 

1-2 88.8 79.38 11.87 

2-3 68.6 82.55 16.90 

3-4 63.4 85.73 26.05 

4-5 63.4 88.9 28.68 

5-6 57.2 93.66 38.93 

6-7 63.6 88.9 28.46 

7-8 51.4 85.85 40.13 

 

Tables 10 through 12 summarize the information on depth, 

position and distance gathered from scanning tests performed 

on the side face of the beam/column. This scans were done in 

the Y-axis direction and using the dense rebar scanning method. 

 
TABLE 10 Rebar Depth to Side Face 

Distanc

e 

(ft) 

Accepted Value 

(mm) 

Experimental 

Average  

Error Percent (%) 

Up

per 

Cent

er 

Bot

tom 

Up

per 

Cen

ter 

Bot

tom 

Uppe

r 

Cen

ter 

Botto

m 

0-1 47.6

3 42.86 

44.4

5 37 32.8 36 22.32 

23.4

7 19.01 

1-2 44.4

5 44.45 

46.0

4 51 46.4 51.2 14.74 4.39 11.21 

2-3 55.5

6 47.63 

46.0

4 52.6 48.8 49 5.33 2.46 6.43 

3-4 55.5

6 49.21 

47.6

3 52.2 47.8 48.2 6.05 2.87 1.20 

4-5 55.5

6 47.63 

44.4

5 50.2 44.8 43.8 9.65 5.94 1.46 

5-6 41.2

8 44.5 

41.2

8 49.2 46.8 43.8 19.19 5.17 6.10 

6-7 44.4

5 38.1 

36.5

1 45 43 40.4 1.24 

12.8

6 10.65 

7-8 
41.4 31.75 

39.6

2 43 33.2 35 3.86 4.57 11.66 
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TABLE 11 Rebar Position Test on Side Face 

Distanc

e 

(ft) 

Accepted 

Value (mm) 

Experimental 

Average (mm) 

Error Percent 

(%) 
Upper Cente

r 

Botto

m 

Uppe

r 

Cente

r 

Botto

m 

Uppe

r 

Cente

r 

Botto

m 

0-1 379.4

8 215.9 44.45 323.2 176 25.6 14.83 18.48 42.41 

1-2 382.5

2 215.9 46.04 335 177.6 28.8 12.42 17.74 37.45 

2-3 382.5

2 215.9 46.04 332 175.8 25.6 13.21 18.57 44.40 

3-4 385.8

3 215.9 47.63 339.4 182.8 29 12.03 15.33 39.11 

4-5 
381 

212.7

3 44.45 325.6 172.8 19.8 14.54 18.77 55.46 

5-6 377.9

5 

212.7

3 41.28 329.4 178.6 19 12.85 16.04 53.97 

6-7 374.6

5 

212.7

3 36.51 328.4 172.2 19 12.34 19.05 47.96 

7-8 376.1

7 215.9 39.62 322 178 23.4 14.40 17.55 40.94 

 
TABLE 12 Rebar Separating Distance on side Face 

Distance 

(ft) 
Accepted 

Value 

(mm) 

Experimental 

Average (mm) 

Error Percent 

(%)  

Bottom 

-Center 

Center 

-Upper 

Bottom-

Center 

Center-

Upper 

Bottom-

Center 

Center-

Upper 

0-1 153.99 165.1 156.2 158.6 1.44 3.94 

1-2 157.16 163.51 157.8 151.6 0.41 7.28 

2-3 146.05 163.51 152.2 150.8 4.21 7.77 

3-4 149.23 158.75 155.4 148.4 4.13 6.52 

4-5 149.23 161.93 154.4 151.6 3.46 6.38 

5-6 163.51 165.1 148.8 153.8 9.00 6.84 

6-7 160.34 169.86 147.2 153.0 8.20 9.93 

7-8 165.1 160.27 151.6 153.8 8.18 4.04 

 

VI. FUTURE WORKS 

 

 There is much that can be improved and is yet to be done 

for this research. For starters, gathering more data from the 

other two sides of specimen 1 and compare them. Also, test 

different structures e.g. specimen 2 (12”x12”x8’) which is 

already built and a wall/floor like structure. A very important 

feature of reinforcement is its size (diameter). Therefore, it is 

important to work with the scanner so that the diameter can be 

read when performing tests.  

 Furthermore, the future scope of this work is to test it on 

the field in creole hillside construction to analyse what type of 

rebar is commonly used. This information can be significant to 

studying effects of earthquake loads in these structures. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 The ZBL-R630A rebar scanner was used to perform grid 

scans on a 17”x8”x8’ column representative structure. The 

measures were taken on two sides of the structure (top face and 

side face). Both side were scanned individually for in the x-axis 

for steel hoops and y-axis for rebar. The information obtained 

from the scans were first the detection of the ferrous material 

and then depth (C.C.), position and distance. As per detection, 

if using Grid Scan function and testing parallel to rebar, the 

scanner is reliable. However, this does not mean that the 

position of the detected ferrous structure will be accurate. Even 

though it can be accurate, it can be affected by were the user 

begins the test, the speed of test and reverse movement. Position 

was the dimension with higher error for the rebar in both faces. 

For the steel hoops the position was more erroneous for the first 

hoops in the beginning of the scan and closest to the accepted 

values as it kept going further in the length of the column. On 

the other hand, for the steel hoops in top view and side view 

they had an average error percent of 15.48% and 8.67% 

respectively. Also, the distance between hoops had an average 

error percent of 11.48% for the top view perspective and 

13.72% to the side face. It must be noted that readings regarding 

the hoops could’ve varied for each test because of the non-

uniform shape of the hoops. 

 For the rebar scanned from the top, the bottom rebar had 

an average error percent in depth of 6.20% and the upper rebar 

of 13.45%. Furthermore, the average error for the distance in 

between the two rebar was 24.67%. From the side view 

perspective, the average error percents for depth were 8.47%, 

7.71% and 10.30% from bottom to upper rebar. The distance 

from the bottom rebar to the center rebar resulted in an average 

error of 1.46%, while from center to upper rebar yielded 6.59%.      

 When performing a grid scan, the ZBL-R630A is and 

useful tool to detect rebar and obtain information that gives an 

idea or diagram of how the reinforcement is distributed 

throughout the structure, however it is not highly precise and 

results can vary from test to test. 
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